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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
AN OVERVIEW OF ASPIRATIONS OF LOW- INCOME
FAMILIES
The war on poverty and other recent legislation
have drawn unprecedented attention to culturally deprived
racial minorities , the poor , and unemployed living in urban
slums .

As a result of this national preoccupation , it has

become evident there is a need for more research directed
toward increasing knowledge of the aspirations , attitudes ,
interests , opinions and characteristics of low- income
family members .
Research has shown that each individual creates for
himself his own world of reality in which he assigns sig nificance to what he preceives in terms of his life ' s
purpose .
The poor have had more than their share of experi ences in failure .

Programs that guarantee quick concrete

success tend to promote highly important self-confidence
in the individual and strengthen his motivation to learn .
Poverty - - one of the "social evils" of mankind - is old , not new.
in poverty.

Some families have lived for generations

During the depression of the 19JO ' s people

experienced deprivation , extreme need and despair.
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The poverty of the Affluent Society is di fferent to
poverty of the early decade on at least three major counts .
First , the country as a whole is no longer poor.

The

redistribution of wealth of those who had mor e than average
levels of income , prior to 1953 , would have brought the
whole country to an average at which everybody , by the
standards of the period , would have been poor.

Redistri -

bution in the same manner after 1953 would guarantee that,
by the standards of today nobody would be poor.
Secondly , poverty is different today in that it is
more talked about even though it is less visible.

The civil

rights revolution , the new visibility of dropout , the threat
of automation, technology, specialization , urbanization ,
and mobilization induced unemployment .
The third way in which the poverty of today is different is that while it has always been true that certain
groups -- the old , the very young , the sick, the insane , the
families headed by women , the uneducated , the unemployed
had higher chances of being poor , the groups now have an
almost complete monopoly on poverty.

Thus , the poverty of

the Affluent Society is neither individual poverty nor collective poverty , it is group poverty.

The current poverty

is not the result of the level of economic activity.

Rather ,

it is the result of the structure of economic activity and
of the structure of American society.

Poverty is not the
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result of market failure; rather it is an outgrowth of its
effectiveness.
Where the roots of poverty are deep within the family
structure, the self-perpetuating seeds of inadequate intellectual development , low or no aspirations , and attitudes
of apathy , despair , and hopelessness are shown.

Each new

generation acquires the same cultural patterns which make
the poor poorer , and the gap between them and the mainstream
of American society greater.

The cycle must be broken.

Home economics, because of its concern for family living
and its special knowledge , has a unique responsibility to
reach those families whose need for help is the greatest.

THE PROBLEM
This study was exploratory in nature and dealt with
the aspirational levels of selected low-income families
with dependent children in Angelina County, Texas.

This

study was designed toa
1.

Ascertain aspirations of low-income families .

2.

Ascertain families ' preceptions of status ,
problems , and blocks to progress .

3.

Determine resources available to low- income
families t o aid them in fulfilling their ambitions and desires.

4.

Determine to what extent good management practices
are used to obtain family goals .
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5.

Gain knowledge and deeper understanding of the
sociological concepts that will provide new
prespectives in understanding the problems in volved in working with low- income families .

Scope o f ~ problem.

This study was not concerned

with trying to present a typical description of the lowincome families in terms of statistical facts .

It was

focused on the more elusive aspects of the social situation
of these families

values , aspirations , expectation and

goals , especially in reference to the implications that
these phenomena have for working with low- income families .
Significance of the problem .

As a result of the

recent attention focused on social and economic problems
related to poverty , efforts to improve services to lowincome families have increased .

From these efforts have

come a large amount of literature describing characteristics of low- income families and methods of teaching and
working with them.

However , there are large gaps in re-

search - based knowledge .

Furthermore , many of these

methods which have been employed to communicate with the
disadvantaged have evolved more or less haphazardly with out being based on integration of what is known about lowincome families .

So often overlooked is the low level of

economic aspirations essential to whatever contentment
deprived people experience .
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Over the next decade great changes will be taking
place around us and the implications of these changes pre dict new dimensions in values and goals of people ,
will need to decide how they should best adjust,

Families
Techno-

logical and economic goals and values will continue to be
of high priority , but they will share to a greater extent
than they do now with other great concerns of people -share in such a way as to permit a more appropriate balance
of concerns for the critical issues of human existence ,
From Galbraith (31,117) come such statements as the
followings
In the poor society not only do economic consideration dominate social attitudes , but they
rigidly specify the problems that will be accorded
priority,
Increased well- being of people at large ,,.
loosens the grip of economics on social attitudes .
Observation of another type , but resulting in the
same conclusion , is found in an article by Drucker entitled "American Directions 1 A Forecast" ,
••• The United States almost certainly is entering into a period of political turbulence unlike
anything we have known for at least a_gener~t~on,
In the decades just ahead , our domesti c politics
will be dominated by unfamiliar issues -- not only
new but different in kind from the things we have
bee~ arguing about since 1932, T~ey will be concerned , not primarily with economic.matters, but
with basic values -- moral , aesthetic , and
philosophical . (21139)
Drucker predicts further that " educated young people
who make up the professional , technical, and managerial
middle class will force on us new political alignments ."
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Still focusing on the significance of the problem ,
we turn to a prediction of a different type by Donald
Michael (50121) who states ,
Biology_is likely to provide the most exciting
and dramatic breakthroughs in science in the next
two decades , paralleling the growth of understanding
of physics in the first third of the century.
• • • •
The next twenty years will hold many challenges
for prevailing American values and viewpoints . Many
of the coming situations are not new ones , but the
degree and type of reaction to them may be significantly different . More people will be sensitive to
issues and circumstances as a result of better education and because , even with no changes in percentages , their absolute number will be larger. More
people will be personally involved i n the outcomes ,
because more issues and circumstances will involve
social welfare . Equally important , there will be
more people for whom these issues and circumstances
will have little significance , being removed from
personal preoccupations or too complex . The contrast
between those who respond to society's challenges
and those who do not will have greater political
and social consequences for the conduct of democracy
and national polity. (50 , 155)
Wolgamot , et al . , (7J s28) has pointed out that s
Research is needed . We need more information
about low- income families and the way they live -information on incomes and expenditures , on community
services they use , and on home management practices ,
We need information on how to motivate families , We
need interpretati on of research findings for workers
in the action pr ogram .
Wolgamot expressed further concern thusly , "much remains
to be done .

We need pilot programs to point out methods

of working with the disadvantaged .

Successful experience

can provide the principles on which to build further
efforts ."
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Kuvlesky , et al., in a recent report on "poverty in
Texas with emphasis upon distribution of low- income , " made
the following statement regarding current needs,
There is a general need that is prerequisite to
any kind of a large- scale action program to ameliorate
poverty in Texas . We need more detailed factual in formation about the poor -- their values , felt needs ,
aspirations, attitudes about changed attitudes about
their relationship to society and patterns of behavior.
We need this infonnation for two reasons, (1) so that
we can understand various clusters of factors that are
producing and sustaining poverty conditions; (2) so
that we can develop action programs that will work
effectively to reduce the occurrence or , at least,
the severity of the consequences of poverty. (45126)
Hopefully , this study of aspirations of low- income
families may provide glimpses and some insight into the
situation, problems , day- to- day demands , aspirations and
importantly , for our purposes here

indicate some of these

demands to the establishment of priorities in initiating
educational programs for low- income clientele .

In addition,

the data collected in this study hopefully , may provide
opportunities for other people working with low- income
families to gain greater insight into practices and problems of this particular group.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
The definitions of terms used throughout this study
are as follows ,
Aspiration ,
desire .

act of aspiring; lofty or ambitious
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Aspiration level ,

the level of performance or the

goal that a person (or a group) desires or hopes to reach
in a specified activity.
Aspiration adjustment,

the degree to which the

individual sets his goals realistically in relation to his
physical and mental attributes and in accordance with his
environment.
Attitudes

predispositions to feel , think and act in

a given manner in relation to persons , groups, things ,
situation .
Block,

an emotional experience that affects a

person's attitude toward learning.
Changes

the positional shifting of an object or

member of a system of moving things in such a way that the
structural arrangement of the system is different .

A

causal relationship exists between two objects or entities
when a change in the one has resulted in a change in the
other.
Developments

progressive change in an organism,

continuously directed toward a certain condition.
Environments

the field of effective stimulation and

interaction of any unit of living matter.
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Environment of the family encompasses its particular
fields of effective stimulation , interaction and adjustment
as the activities of life are carried on ,
Family,

a group composed of parents and children ,

botmd together by common needs, a feeling of loyalty and
affection , and the beli ef that incorporation in the family
provides a good life ; usually there is a recorded marriage
ceremony {public or private) by two people of similar
backgrounds; the father is considered the head of the
family •• ,.
Function s

the activity of consequence associated

with a structure .
Goals

an objective or purpose to be attained and

toward the achievement of which the policies and procedures
of a program are fashioned ,
Goal oriented:

purposive behavior focused on

achievement of aspirations through judicious use of
resources .

These goals emerge from value priorities and

their achievement (both the process and the end product)
result in value satisfaction .
"minimizing the negative s

Goals may be focused on

and maximizing the positive . "

They also may be identi fied primarily with achievement
related to oneself, a product , a situation , or a process
experience.

•
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Managements

logical problem solving , or using what

you have to get what you want.
Operations,

steps , functions and subprocesses are

used synonymously in this paper.
Organization,

the process which differentiates one

part from another in a functional relationship within the
whole .

A process of developing and specifying desired

authority , responsibility and communicative relationships
among functions , physical factors , and personnel for the
purpose of achieving relevant goals .
Pattern,

reflected by recurrent regularities in

behavior on which prediction rests.
Performance ,

actual accomplishment as distinguished

from potential , ability , capacity , or aptitude .
Performance levels ,

the stages of performance that

the average or typical person attains at successive stage
levels .
Potentials

variation among individuals as to capacity

to affect social change or direct social action .
Poverty,

the state of being poor,

more specifically ,

a situation in which a given person ' s or family ' s plane of
living , or a given group' s level of living , seems to be
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below the standard of normal living of whatever community
is used as a basis of reference: lack of goods or services
is serious to cause misery if not provided from sources
outside the channels of income considered normal for the
given culture .
Problem , management ,

a situation defined as a

difficulty to be solved , mastered , or adjusted to: an unadjusted situation .

There are both normal and abnormal

problems , personal and social problems .

A problem is

purely personal and normal so long as it is being dealt
with within the person ' s usual resources of means , intelligence and contacts .
Problem (aspirations)1

a gap between (a) where one

is or expects to be and (b) the aspirations one wants very
much to achieve .
Processes,

a series of changes taking place in

sequence or pattern over a period of time.
Processes (social) 1

a series of changes taking

place through time in a defini te manner.
Progress ,

movement in the direction of a recognized

and desired goal or objective .
Resources 1

a new or reserve source of supply or

support ; available means of resort in exigency.

Something
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in reserve and ready if needed.

A property of an object .

person or circumstance (situation) which may be used as a
means for achieving a goal .
Situation,

the totality of all the factors , inner

and outer , organic and envi ronmental , significant for the

.

behavior under investigation , as they appear to an observer
on objec•tive sc i entifi c analysis .
Status,

social standing or prestige of a person in

his group or of the group in the community.

The posi tion

that a person or group holds in public esteem.

Status may

be vague in some respects , but fairly defined in others ,
depending on social or other rules .
Structure ,

the way the parts of a whole are put

together - - the relationships of the parts to each other.
Values (human) ,

the quality of desirability (or

undesirability) inherent in an idea , object , or action ,
The believed capacity of any object to satisfy a human
desire ••••

The meaning or defi nition or worth that is

attached to any object . condition , principle , or idea.
Values are sources out of whi ch effective goal
aspirations emerge .

In turn , value satisfactions are the

"end in view" of goal achievement .

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND RELATED RESEARCH

This chapter will include a summary of relevant
information dealing with specific areas of concern in this
study.

Included among these area

(1) poverty as it re-

lates to problems involved in levels of living; (2) aspirations, values , attitudes and goals of low-income
families ; (3) the family as an organization in our society;
(4) environments of importance to families as organizations;

(5) the processes of management in the family group ;
(6) the need for programs , projects and techniques in the
use of resources and consumer education .

POVERTY AS IT RELATES TO PROBLEMS
INVOLVED IN LEVELS OF LIVING
In regards to the launching of an action program to
meet the challenge implicit in the War on Poverty , Barbara B.
Reagan (61,290) stated that ,
Time pressures sometimes result in decisions based
on myths and prototypes . Research must be mobilized
to disperse the fog around misconceptions and to throw
strong light on specific problems in order to consider
the best way to meet them. Efficient action P:ograms
for a particular area cannot be based on a national
prototype ; there is a need for regional community
studies as well as more detailed national studies .
Program planni ng and funding in the War on Poverty
has tended to focus on the current prototype of American
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poor; that is, the urban and rural family with children
with less than $) , 000 income.

Important as this family type

is, the profile of poverty is far more complicated and includes the aged , farm families, migrant and other farm
laborers , urban families of Spanish-American background,
and other groups,
Definition of Poverty
Webster defines poverty as a "cramping or oppressive
lack of money" or "a state of one in great need."

This

definition of poverty seems to relate somewhat to the lack
of money or bankruptcy.
According to the "Dictionary of Sociology and
Related Sciences ," poverty is1
The state of being (relatively) poor; more
specifically, a situation in which a given person's
level of living , seems to be below the standard of
normal living of whatever community is used as basis
of reference; lack of goods or services serious
enough to cause misery if not provided from sources
outside the channels of income considered normal for
the given culture . Distinguished from dependency and
pauperism,
Primary poverty is poverty due to lack of money
income serious enough to preclude purchase at the
given price level of goods and services needed to
maintain a plane of health and decency accepted in
the community as minimum standard of living . Secondary poverty is poverty due to ignorance , incompetence,
neglect or other ?ircumstances preve~ting such use of
money income as will produce a real income adequate
for maintenance of the person or group at or above
the community ' s minimum standard of health and
decency . (26 1227)
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~ove~ty level . A state where the individual or
familr is unable to provide the amounts of food ,
cl?thing and shelter necessary for independent
existence .
Harrington (35 1191) provides several definitions of
poverty .

He defines it , first ,

11 • • •

in terms of those who

are denied the minimal levels of health , housing , food ,
and education that our present stage of scientific knowledge specifices as necessary for life as it is now lived
in the United States .''
Secondly, he states , "Poverty should be defined
psychologically in terms of those whose place in the
society is such that they are internal exiles who , almost
inevitably , develop attitudes of defeat and pessimism and
who are therefore excluded from taking advantage of new

opportunities , "
Miller (51113) in addressing the AHEA committee on
"Resources for Low- Income Families" stated ,
Neither statistics nor definitions can tell the
story . You have to see it . You have to look into
the eyes of a ragged child to see the harshness
already growing deeply inside . You have to see the
fear under the resolute setting of the lips . You
have to feel something inside yourself . You have to
see yourself as having sprung from the same soil as
this child . You have to smell the stink of poverty ,
}mow its brutality and the brutes it makes of those
who live in it . But even though you hate the stink
and you fear the brutality , it still is difficult to
understand what poverty and its handmaidens really are.
The region where the poor or low- income families
are located are referred to as "pockets of poverty."
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Among these are Appalachian , the region from the Ozarks to
the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean , and an area in
the southwest .
The southwest is the focal point of this study .
The distribution of low- income families in the " pockets of
poverty" in Texas are located in the counties in the South
Texas Plains , the Texas Prairies and t h e ~ Texas Plains .
The greater number of Texas• poverty families reside in
this large area .

Two smaller areas within the region have

more severe poverty rates than the rest of the region .

One

of these areas is encompassed by Shelby County on the
Louisiana border westward to Comanche County , southward
from Comanche to Goliad County , and then northeast through
Angelina County and back to the Louisiana border.

The other

area includes the Big Bend , the Red River Rolling Plains
and one other county , King County. (45 , 26)
Angelina County is an east Texas county with an
economy based on lumbering and manufacturing.

Lumber pro-

duction in 1967 was 23 . 3 million board feet and ranked 16th
in the state .

The 1963 value added by manufacturing was

$65 . 9 million , ranking 15th in the state .

Principal em-

ployers produce lumber , plywood , creosoted timber , paper,
furniture, metal castings , processed food and industrial
machinery.

Tourism , mineral production , and agriculture

provide additiDnal income .

The large Sam Rayburn Resevoir
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provides extensive recreational facilities .

A substantial

portion of Angelina National Forest also lies in the county .
The 1964 value of all agricultural products sold was
$1 . 9 million .

Limited quantities of clay , natural gas and

petroleum a r e recovered , provi ding less than one-hal f
million dollars in revenues annually. County retail sales
were estimated at $55 , 0 million in 1966.
The county ' s 1960 population was 39 , 814 , a 10 . 5%
increase from 1950 .

Population characteristics are s

82 . 3%

v,hi tes ; 17 . 7% non- white ; 50 . 6% urban ; 35 . 1% of the labor
force engaged in manufacturing; 35 . 0% in white collar
occupations .

Median family income in 1959 was $4 , 245 ,

compared with the state median of $4 , 884 .

By 1966 the

median income was $4 , 838 .
According to the 1960 census there was 3 , 314 poor
families in Angelina County.
lation .

A

Jl . 0% of the total popu-

By 1966 there were 3 ,177 poor families , a 25 . 5%

drop in the total population .
According to the Texas Department of Public Welfare
Assistance Programs there is a total of 2 ,117 people on
welfare .

These people includes

1 , 592 on Old Age Assistance,

88 families with 307 children drawing Aid to Families with
Dependent Children ; 20 on Aid to Blind ; and 110 drawing Aid
to Permanently and Totally Disabled .
The causes of the economic problems in Angelina
County have been listed as :

(1) a declining agricultural
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economy , (2) the inability of the area to cope with changing technological trends , especially in rural sectors , and
(3) a heavy out -migration , which has generally been selec tive with respect to age and education , thus , leaving a
h~gh percentage of people in the less productive age bracket ,
Cooperative efforts of all agencies and organizations
are needed of these low- income families are to be helped in
significant and enduring ways ,
Bagdikan (5:65) expressed poverty in terms of income
and the number of people involved -- if lone persons , with
less than $1000 cash income and families with less than
$3000 are poor.

There are 36 , 000 , 000 impoverished Americans

or twenty per cent of the population .
The Council of Economic Advisors (23:304) in its
report to the President in January 1964 , suggested a definition of poverty useful in assessing the extent of the
problem .

This definition based on income stated that "an

income of less than $3000 per year (before taxes) for a
family , and $1500 for an unrelated individual ," constituted
a poverty situation .

It was also recognized that refinement

of this definition was necessary.
The Social Security Board developed an index using
a refinement of the Council of Economic Advisor ' s definition
of poverty as follows ,
It places the poverty line for the average family
of four at and after taxes , income of $3000 , and for
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the unrelated individual at $1500 . Families and
unrelated individuals on farms are assumed to get
forty per cent as much cash income as nonfarm
families . (23 11)
Taylor (6817) perhaps gives a more refined definition of poverty.

He states ," Poverty is a human con-

dition in which food , shelter and clothing are in such
short supply that the human person suffers harm -- malnutrition , loss of vitality , disease , continual discomfort , and very possibly , an

early death ."

Hayes , (36124) Professor of the School of Social
Welfare at Florida State University , defined poverty as a
relative concept and a reciprocal responsibility .

He

states ,
Going back to the relative concept , we lmow there
is no exact way of measuring poverty. Needs of fami lies depends on the size of the family , ages of fami ly members , condition of health . How well needs are
fulfilled depends on money and resources available to
the family , job opportunities available , experiences ,
training , ability to move where opportunities are
available for family members .
The poverty level is being defined in the Angelina
Long- Range County Program of Work (3 123) as those multiple person families with annual income under $4000 and unattached individuals with income of $2000 ,
The " deprived" level includes those above poverty ,
but short of minimum requirements for a modestly comfortable
level of living, that is , the multiple- person families
with income from $4000 to $6000 and the unattached individuals with income from $2000 to $3000 .
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Characteristics of Povert~
People living in poverty are not a problem solving
society.

They constitute instead a problem- creating society ,

which does not foster human values of personal worth , digni ty , responsibility and happiness .

Persons within the society

failed to make most basic life adjustments , and these
failures are perpetuated.

In family life attitudes and

habits which almost guarantee defeat for its members are
fostered and passed on from generation to generation.

These

people do not find the predictability and continuity in
positive actions that middle class oriented families find .
They, therefore , a r e insecure and do not share the motives
of the secure .
Since the 19JO's when President Roosevelt used the
public sector of the economy to combat poverty , great gains
have been made .

But in view of the recent rate of improve-

ment of living standards , the one in four who still live
in poverty or deprivation are a far greater indictment of
our complacency than the much larger number who lived that
way back three decades ago .
All the discussions and planning about effective
ways of eliminating poverty will not matter much if the
people most deeply involved are unable to persuade a majority of the American people that it is unnecessary for
poverty to persist amidst affluence , that it can be
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eliminated , that we have the resources for the task , and
that it is a moral commitment .
According to Gardner (32 sXIII) ,
The renewal of societies and organizations can go
for~ard _only if someone cares . Apathy and lowered
motivation are the most widely noted characteristics
of a civilization on the downward path . Apathetic
men accompl~sh nothing. Men who believe in nothing
change nothing for the better . They renew nothing
and heal no one , least of all themselves . Anyone who
understands our situation at all knows that we are in
little danger of failing through lack of material
strength . If we falter , it will be a failure of heart
and spirit .

ASPIRATIONS , VALUES , ATTITUDES AND GOALS
OF LOW- INC0!~1E FAMILIES
Asnirations
Woven throughout much of the material on social
class is the implication that different levels of aspiration are held by individuals in different social classes .
Studies have shovm that success leads to the raising of
the levels of aspirations and failure to a lowering of that
level .
~ills (52 , 259) holds that for the white- collar class ,
11

success in American has been a widespread fact , an engaging

·
· , and a way of life ."
image , a driving
mo t 1ve
warner (7l s28) states that those in the upper- lower
class of Yankee City.are thought of as " pushy" and ambitious ,
and implies that the Same
upper class .

1. s

true for those i n the lower-
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Bober (6 11948) mai ntains that proletariat can have
no aspirations under capitalism , but instead must come to
identify with their own class and aspire to an entirely
different system of values ,
Knupfer (44 1106) in summarizing a variety of information, concludes that lower status individuals hold low levels
of aspiration "to make life tolerable"; a fact which in
some cases is a sign of apathy and ingrained acceptance of
defeat rather than of adjustment of reality., •• "
The mistrustful "common sense" view often implies
that the middle class contains the "Strivers and Strainers"
and the lower class those with little or no ambition .
There is a lack of clarity and comparability in these
statements , and even an intimation of contradiction .

It

would seem important for the study of social class to determine what the nature of the relationship is between class
and aspirations .
Reissman has pointed out that s
Several difficulties attend the study of social
class , partly as a function of the character of
aspirations , partly as a function of social class
definition and empirical determination of class ,
which has been taken to mean status , economic position ,
power ideology , associations , and various combinati ons
of th;se . Secondly , aspirations ref~r to a future.time
period and consequently there often is no opportunity
to check upon the reliability of a subject ' s aspirations .
The same is true , of course , in determining the aspirations that may have been ~e~d in the ~as~ • . This
situation obviously can limit the reliability . of any
study of aspirations . Thirdly , the research interest in
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aspirations usually is directed to generalizing for
a gro~p ~s a whole rather than ascertaining a specific
~es?ription of any one person ' s aspirations . Interest
is 11:1 whet~er a~pirations are "high" or "low" or in
the intensity with which they are held rather than in
the content of those aspirations . (62,234)
Values
Social values are primarily transmitted to the growing child through the major social agencies of the family ,
the school , and the peer group.

When those three agencies

are in agreement as to values they tend to reinforce one
another and thereby minimize personal social conflict for
the individual in the socialization process.
Rodman , (631209) holds that lower class persons ,
without abandoning the general values of the society ,
develop an alternative set of values .

The result is that

the members of the lower class , in many areas have a wider
range of values than others within the society.

They share

the general values of the society with members of other
classes , but in addition they have stretched these values ,
or developed alternative values, which help them to adjust
to their deprived circumstances .
Rodman further suggested , "A stretched value system
with a low degree of comment to all the values within the
range including the dominant , middle class values. "
When we speak of a culture in the sense that
Harrington has used the term , we mean total pattern. and
products of learned behavior shared by a social group. This
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totality includes tools , techniques , language , forms of
social organi zation , rules of behavior , sentiments , beliefs ,
and values .

All of these elements and their interrelation-

ships must be taken into account if we are to understand
the behavior of a group .
The most basic characteristic , and one on which there
is general agreement , i s that personal values are concepts ,
They are an individual ' s idea of conditions and objects
that give meaning to l ife for him and of reality as he
thinks it ought to be .
Williams (72 1400) indicated that " they are more than
pure sensations , emotions , reflexes , of so- called needs ,"
for they are cognitive concepts .
Values refer to the basic criteria which guide the
behavior of the members of a group sharing a common culture .
The concept of value orientation adds a further quality
. which , Kluckhohn ( 4315) calls the " di rective element . "
That is , value orientation refers to the direction in
which behavior is guided as well as the influencing criteria.
Values affect the way an individual will react when
confronted with a situation permitting more than one course
of action .
Allport , (1 : 76) cited an illustration of this point
thusly:
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President Lowell of Harvard was once asked how
it was possible for an overworked administrator to
make_so many ~etailed decisions day by day. He
replied that it was not so difficult as it might
seem , for each specific issue fits readily into one
of a few dominant categories of value . If the
a?ministrator is clear in his own mind concerning
h~s value_o~ orientatio~s ! if he knows his major
aims, decisions on specific issues automatically
follow .
This illustration clearly suggests the generalization,

If values are clarified , they are more likely to

give direction to what one does .
Even though values influence one ' s daily preception ,
attitudes and acts , they are not the only influence .

An

individual ' s actions result usually from a compromise
between his values and other aspects of a situation , such
as the demands of the environment .
merely a passing mood ,

Behavior may reflect

Allport stated further that "even

the best integrated personalities do not act always consistently with their schemata of values . "
Personal values are regarded both as means of achieving g oals and ends in themselves .

Trow , (70,449) views

them as means when they imply immediate goals but as ends
when they lead toward more universal or ultimate goals.
Attitudes
Among the motivating forces that affect our behavior
are those resulting from the organic nature of man , his
social heritage , and his human nature .

Attitudes , along

with wishes , desires , ambitions , interest , and character
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traits are the motivating force of human nature .
qualities of attitudes are s

Some

(1) uniqueness ; (2) social

nature ; (3) experience centered ; and (4) exhibited by voice
and gesture .

All due to being socially acquired in contact

with others .

For example , we can ' t have an attitude of

fear until we have had the experience of fear .
There is also considerable basis for supposing that
most ambitious children in lower level families have been
exposed to attitudes within the home that are characteristic of higher level families .
Kahl (40 1186) found that among a small group of
boys from craftsman and minor white collar backgrounds , all
of whom had high I. Q . ' s , the ambitions in most cases re produced the parents ' attitudes toward mobility and their
present position ,
Hemmelweit (37129) reported that the parents of a
group of upwardly mobile boys from working class backgrounds in London exhibited more consistently middle class
attitudes than even a comparable group of middle class
parents ,
Again and again , research indicates that parents
and teachers serve as a major means of transmission for the
values and attitudes of the group .

It is interesting to

note this comment by Anshen (4 1384)1
.,. Inspite of these ?h~ges ,_ the moral.and
religious ideas , the spiritual image , derived
from the structure of the patriarchal family
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still consti tute the core of our culture . Respect
for law and order i n the state appears to be
ins~parably tied to the respect of the children for
their elders . Emotions , attitudes and beliefs root ed in the fami ly account for the coherence of our
system of culture . (4,384)
Yet , this type of family is not always the case ,
and one may well question the wisdom of many parents in
the training of children.

The public is beginning to

question the value and attitudes held not only by the underprivileged and near- delinquent adolescents , but also by
the teen- agers of the well- to- do families.

It is necessary

to one ' s own attitudes in order to ascertain what may be
done to teach and promote beneficial attitudes .
In order to teach attitudes that are conducive
to eliminating poverty , one ' s values must be
acceptable . Values must have usefulness and meaning to those of other cultures as well as to persons
of one's own culture .
Goals
Some people use the terms "goals and values" interchangably.

In fact , there are two major difference$,

(1) that goals are the means for achieving values and
(2) that goals are relatively more specific and operational
while values are more intangible and conceptual--the big
ideas which motivate our lives .

Goals are the means by

which we achieve the meanings (motivations and satisfactions)
we want out of life .

A simple way of putting it is that

goals relate to the " hows" of our lives ; values represent
the "whys , 11
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Fami ly goals will depend on two other major ci rcumstances 1

(1) the r esources over which the individual or

family group has command--that is its t i me , its flow of
money income , i ts inventories of property , the intrinsic
resources of the human beings immediately involved, and
community opportunities ; (2) the external environment -physical , poli tical , economic , and cultural .
Goals and values are interdependent .

Value satis -

factions are realized thr ough the achievement of goals .
In turn , the motives for selecting certain goals , and the
exclusion of others depends on the values held by the
individual or group.

Both values and goals may be viewed

along a continuum of levels --from the initial , to the
intermediate , to the ultimate levels .
Ultimate values-- such as freedom , brotherhood ,
creativity , wisdom and progress as the basic end- to- end
strands of a fabri c .

Interwoven s i de- to- side among these

ultimate values would be the i ntermedi ate and initial values
such as involvement , dedication , lei sure , knowledge and
nutrition of body , mind and spi rit .

Comparable illustrations

could be given for the ulti mate , intermediate and initial
goals which are moti vated by and oriented t oward the satisfactions involved in the fabric of values .
With respect to the interrelationships of attitudes ,
values , and goals , Br i ghtbill (10146) said 1
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. W~ cannot ~ave attitudes toward anything without
JU~g~ng, or without discriminating. When we di s crimi~ate wear~ in effect saying , that is good , or
~hat.is bad ; this ~s helpful , that is harmful; this
is right and that is wrong. Our decisions are based
on our values , and our values are never more on dis play than they are in our choices of the things we do
to sati sfy ourselves .
Diesing has rated intelligence as the " supreme"
value .

His argument is as follows ,

In the hierarchy of values , intelligence (or
freedom) i s the supreme value . It is supreme , even
absolute , because i t is instrumental to all other
values . The other values --such as utility , shared
experience , justice , beauty , and play--are intrinsic
and therefor e conditional and relative . An excessive
pursuit of any of them can be destructive to other
values and even self- destructive , so they are valid
only to a limited extent . Excessive reli ance on
calculation in the pursui t of utility alienates people
from each other and from themselves and so destroys
the integr ity and the community of value which makes
calculation possible , and eliminates the difference
and novelty that are necessary to deal with rapidly
changing conditions , Excessive reliance on judicial
reasoning legali zes excessi ve pursuit of intelligence
is possible , because intel ligence makes all other
values achievable . If history does move toward a
goal, that goal can only be intelligence (or freedom)
because intelligence is the only unconditional value ,
(19&234)

The goals and values of a people are the result of
their interactions with the respective environments of the
subcultures involved .

In a rapidly changing society , pre-

dictions cannot be made in a definitive way .

Low-income

people are going to need help i n interpreting their environment and in thinking through their own best way of feeling ,
thinking and acting. They are going to need help in
crystallizing out from the many possible goals and values
that appeal to them , those of highest priority .
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THE FAMILY AS ORGANIZATION IN OUR SOCIETY
MANAGEM™T TODAY

Mana gement within the fami ly group is one of the
means through which families may strive to capi talize on
the advantages provided by their environments and to mini mize
the undesirable effects of environmental disadvantages .

To

help families --urban and rural , older and younger , richer
and poorer--to help themselves to function more effecti vely in thei r soc i ety through management is one of the major
tasks of home economists .
Management , like medicine , is an art which , as Fromm
(J0 t 9) has said , is based on (1) the theory , ( 2) understand-

ing of ways of applying the theor y , and (3) the wisdom and
will to make the application when needed .

Acquisi tion of

the art of management takes time .
Gardner {32 1XIII) has l i sted as the basic requisites
of " self- renewal",

motivation , commitment , and conviction .

He has also said , "in the ever-renewi ng society what matures
is a system or framework withi n which continuous innovation ,
renewal and rebirth can occur.
Adapting this statement to our purpose here , " in the
ever- renewi ng home economist , what matures is a system or
framework within which continuous innovation , renewal and
rebirth can occur."

The special task is to help acquire a

f r amework for renewal of work with low- income families from
the point of view of management .
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The " big ideas" or concepts which are basic to an
understanding of management in our changing society are ,
(1) the family as an organization in our society; (2) the
environments of importance to families as organizations, and
(J) the components of management in the family group.

Freber and Calvey (571119) chose to intrepret the
family and marriage as being synonymous .

Their definition

of marriage is also the definition of family.

They stated,

" It is permanent union of one woman , willingly contracted ,
primarily for the purpose of procreation of the offspring
and secondly , for the mutual love, aid and happiness of the
marital partners .
Colley (17 110) called the family a "primary group."
By primary group he meant those characterized by intimate
face - to- face association and cooperation.

He stated,

They are primary in several senses , but chiefly
in that they are fundamental in forming the social
nature and ideals of the individual . The result of
intimate association , psychologically , is a certain
fusion of individualities in a common whole, so that
one ' s very self serves many purposes to the group .
Bossard described a family as "a vibrant functioning
reality , a group of persons living together in intimate continuing relationships . " (8185)
Burgess pointed out that the family in its informal
aspects is a "unit of interacting personalities . "

According

to this conception the family is a vital growing relationship wherein significant forces are the wishes and desires
which are sought within the family ,

In a family in which
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interaction leads to integration , the members come to share
the common desires and to feel identified with each other
in the family (12 13) .
Cavan (16 124) described the family thuslys
The American family is a group composed of parents
and chi ldren , bound together by common needs, a feel ing of loyalty and affection , and the belief that
incorporation in the family provides a good way of life ;
usually there is a recorded marriage ceremony (public
or private) , by two people of similar backgrounds; the
father is considered the head of the family ; children
enter the.family through birth or adoption ; the family
provides for their care and education in a public institution control led by law , the family is the accepted
outlet for affection and sexual relations and fulfills
other functions for all members .
Briar (91247) in describing the family in a social
organization , stated , the family is a social organization
which means that it is " a group of people who cooperate and
coordinate their efforts in order to achieve goals. "
goals are s

The

(1) what the organi zation is trying to accom-

plish ; (2) the standards by which the progress and success
of the organi zation should be evaluated.

He further stated

that " achievement of family goals requires coordination of
the activities and resources of the family members ."
Families differ in (1) extent and (2) pattern of
deliberate effort to develop a structure for maximizing (or
even satisfying) goal attainment .
a family is related to:

The adaptive capacity of

(1) types of structure developed ,

(2) consonance between family structure and family goals ,
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and (3) degree of consensus among family members regarding
family structure as well as about family goals .
Schein (64 , 8) describes organization as " rational
coordination of the activities of a number of people for the
achievement of some explicit purpose or goal through divi sion of labor and function , and through a hierarchy of
authority and responsibility."
Katz and Kayn (41119) stated,
In a dynamic society , organizations are "open
systems, which have special properties of their
own but also share other properties in common with
other open systems." Such "open organizations"
are involved ins inputs -- i.e. , importation of
energy from the environment; through-put - - trans formation of the imported energy into some product;
and out- put -- exporting that product to the
environment.
This means that there is a continuous give and take
among the major subsystems of our society - - among the
family system , the economic system , the political-legal
system , the community system , and so on .

All of these

social systems interact with the physical, biogenic and cultural environment.
Katz and Kayn further stated , "Social systems which
import more energy from the environment than they export
back onto it tends to be ' dying systems ." (41,21)
Families have many Of the Charac teristics of "organization" as interpreted by the foregoing authors .

Family

organizations represent social situations which have,
structure, content, and processes.
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ENVIROO'MENTS OF IMPORTANCE TO FAMILIES
AS

ORGANIZATIONS

Increased recogntion of the relevance of environment to conditions of family life -- including management
in the family is reasons for this increased attention to
environment .

A frame of reference is needed for examining

the impact of the family ' s environment upon its managerial
attitudes (that is , its feelings , thinking and behaving
about acquiring and using resources for the attainment of
selected goals and realization of relevant value satisfactions . )

According to Fairchild (26 : lO?)t

Environment is the field of effective stimulation
and interaction of any unit of living matter.
The individual's environment has been classified
as physiographic , bionomic , economic , cultural
(material and non- material , institutional and symbolic)
and personal - social . In a group , each person is a
part of each other person's personal- social environment . A group as a whole is environed as an individual , and also by other groups .
Environment is also definable as the field of adjustment of any responsive organism from molecule to
United Nations .
Thus the environment of the family encompasses its
particular fields of effective stimulation , interaction and
adjustment as the activities of life are carried on .
Focus has been given to increased recognition of the
relevance of environment to conditions of family life
including management in the family .

Reasons for this in-

creased attention to environment ares (1) technological ,
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which includes geographic mobility , mass communication and
other communication facilities , automation and cybernation ,
changes in time , space and material orientations; (2) social
and behavioral which includes increased understanding of man
and the meanings behind his attitudes (that is , his ways of
feeling , thinking and behaving) have come from psychology ,
social psychology and anthropology; (3) greater knowledge
of individuals as they function in groups , and of the nature
of groups as they function in the larger society , is emerging from sociology and social psychology; and (4) current
studies of the interactions of the biological, psychological
and environmental phases of both animal and human life are
revealing much; and (5) the population problem , "the reality
principle . n

Of note is Thelen ' s (691262) interpretation of

this principle and its importance .

He states that s

A group is influenced by and must take account of
the laws of nature, the laws and customs of groups
in community , the unique way of life of the group
itself , and the meanings and needs of its individual
members .

Thelen further states,
The basic principle for the guidance of human behavior is the "reality principle ." This principle
states that there are facts which need to be taken
into account ; there is a prior reality -~ a set of
existing conditions independent of the will of a
person or group -- within whic~ one must op~r~te.
When a person tries to act as if these conditions do
not exist , or as if they were different th~ th~y are ,
his action is aggravating to the problem-situation
rather than constructive , it makes bigger problems
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out_ of little ones; it jeopardizes immediate goal
achievement; and , through thwarting the potential
for individual and group growth , it may curtail
long- range possibilities .
The quality of management is influenced by perceptions of reality in the environment .

The perceptual nature

of " effective environment" is affected by only what is
perceived (sensed) by the individual , or by the family
group , as "effective environment ."
influenced bys

What is perceived is

(a) the nature and needs of the individual;

(b) the pressures of the role responsibilities on the individual; and (c) thus , an " effective environment" involves ,
1) the environmental circumstance itself , 2) the personality of the perceiver of the circumstance, and 3) his
ability and motivation to perceive and define the situation .
A frame of reference is needed for examining the
impact of the family ' s environment 1 upon its managerial
attitudes (that is, its feeling , thinking and behaving about
acquiring and using resources for the attainment of selected
goals and realization of relevant value satisfaction . )
One frame of reference is that the family ' s environment is both internal (that is , within the family group and
its home situation) and external , that is, outside of the
home and family .

Another frame of reference is that any

environment , either internal or external , may have both
positive and negative impacts on the family .
1Elements of "family environment" and examples of
current changes can be found in the Appendix A,
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But a frame of reference is needed which relates
environment to management .
a.

Possibiliti es are t

The three steps in management,

1) Problem recog-

nition , 2) choice making , J) action in carrying
out the plan .
b.

The eight components of management ,

The environ-

ment or setting in relation to the family structure , the problem situation the managing agent ,
resources , and processes .
c.

~

nine competences of families if they~ to

function productively~ consumers , 1) earning ;
2) spending ; 3) saving and dissaving ; 4) supporting governments and receiving from them ; 5) participating in community affairs and taking advantage of community opportunities ; 6) allocating
resources among alternative uses; 7) producing
goods and services in the home (by and for family
members); 8) "using up" of goods and services by
individual family members (singly or in groups}
in relation to thei r goals and value satisfactions
sought .

Meaningful and purposeful consumption at

this final stage is investment in the growth and
development of the human being , who in turn becomes a useful family and community resource ; and

9) educating family members for their consumer
competences (that is , socialization of the individual for roles as a consumer) .
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PROCESSES OF ~1ANAGEMENT
For about thirty years many home management people
have been accenting the management process from the standpoint of planning , contr olling , and evaluating the uses of
family resources to achi eve family goals , or similar interpretations .

But if management is conceived as an aspect of

family behavior , attention must be given to the psychologi cal and social processes of interaction of participants who
make and carry out decisions,

communication and the diffu-

sion of ideas and practices ; motivation and role responsibilities with respect to leadership , information seeking ,
evaluation , organi zation , and supervision ; processes re lated especially to achievement of human needs and performance of social functions of the family , such as those involved in consumer behavior.

To i mprove our understandings

of management in home and family life we must give attention
to these social and behavioral concepts in our research ,
teaching , family services , counsel ing , writing , and the like .
Bossard and Boll {8i8) give help by interpreting a
social s i tuation as being comprised of three components,
1.

Structure -- a snapshot of the relevant elements

and their relationships to each other .

For example , the

physical situation of the human body would be the various
systems of the anatomy and their relations in the body as an
integr al unit .

or, the property structure in a family
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situation would involve the different kinds and amounts of
assets and liabilities of the family and their relevant
rel a ti on ships .
2.

Content -- another snapshot picture ,

Thi s time

it represents the meanings and purposes involved -- the
needs , values , goals , attitudes , beliefs , facts , ideas , and
the like associated with the structure and process of the
particular situation .

J . Process -- a moving picture through a span of
time representing the functioning of the structure with re spect to the content involved ,
Bossard and Boll use the i llustration of a typewriter
with (a) the physical composition being the structure ,
(b) the functions of the structure in producing the desired
combinations and locations of symbols as the process , and
(c) the nature of the message and its meaning for the sender
and the receiver as the content .

Thus , the managerial

situation in a family may be analyzed by use of this concept of

II

situation , 11 and process is a fundamental subconcept .

Process As A Part of Social Change
A family ' s part in the process of social change is
described by Moore , (49120) .. , usually the inconsistency
between the ideal and the actual situation is tension- produc ing and hospitable to change .

Widespread recognition
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that human performance falls short of perfection may lead
to the acceptance of more " realistic" standards , but this
development is itself a significant change .

These state-

ments include two ideas common in the process of management
by a family,

(1) a gap between what is and what is sought

which produces tension and motivates action to relieve the
situation and , (2) the reduction of the gaps (a) by a
lowering of aspirations to more realistic levels or (b) by
increasing rates of achievement in relati on to aspirations .
By noting only these two ideas we are reminded of the generalization (or hypothesis if you prefer) that "management
originates in change and also results in changes of various
kinds ."

In fact , the results of managerial behavior in a

gi ven situation may create tension- producing circumstances
of another kind .

As Moore said , " The institutionalization

of rationality means inferentially the institutionalization
of change , for the problem-solving orientation seeks ' the
better way ." (49168)

If we accept Moore ' s statement (49,88)

" that the rate of change in any society will be highly
correlated with the extent of inter- society contact" , the
real challenge is before us to develop a systematic concept
of management identified with change ."
Management Problems
Management problems which individuals and families
encounter as they develop from day to day , year to year and
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generation to generation through their family life cycle
are troublesome situations -- situations which persist
without solving themselves .
Perception of internal or external change by the
family may bring awareness of a problematic gap between the
current situation and what is deemed necessary or desirable- a gap which calls for some form of adjustment .

This gap

may be perceived mainly as one involving (a) policy decisions with respect to value and goal priorities or to
kinds of resources considered relevant for the situation .
The problematic gap may involve special attention to (b)
reallocation of scarce resources anrong alternative uses in
order to maintain or to improve productivity of these resources .

It may be concerned primarily with (c) appraisal

and recognization or adjusted control of activities involved in resource use .

Or , finally , it may also be a

problem of one or more forms of (d) interaction among
family members -- that is , gaps between actual and desired
effectiveness of communication networks , of role patterns,
of ways of making decisions about certain types of problems .
The urgent need to educate individuals to think was
recently stressed by the Educational Policies Commission of
the National Education Association , which called the common
thread of education the development of the ability to think .

(24 , 14)
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Critical thi nking involves thinking ahead and fore seeing both the moral and the material consequences of projected acti ons , and then choosing the plan of action that
p r omises to have the best consequences as measured by values
held .

Critical thinking is the process by which problems

are solved effectively and satisfactorily for the individuals or family involved.
Burton (1J s 2) and others summarized the process in
thi s manner,
A problem is a situation involving doubt , for
which the answer is unlmown but can ordinarily be
figured out •••• The problem must be understandable
to the learner, hence , susceptible to intelligent
attack , and must motivate him to want to solve it •
••• The problem which is not understood by the person ,
which cannot be attacked , and for which he has no
desire for solution , is not a problem for the given
individual .
Guilford (34126) and others have identified the processes basic to problem solving thusly,
In order to be successful in identifying and
solving his problems , an individual must have some
knowledge -- he must 1mow some information - about
the problem confronting him. He must be able to
retain enough information to serve him in the problem
situation . He must be able to think skillfully enough
to produce some possible solutions , and he must be
able to evaluate these solutions to determine whether
they are the " right" ones for him in this situation.
Individuals should be led to propose solutions to
problems they have defined .

When all of the possible solu-

tions are listed, the individuals are more likely to compare
them and may arrive at a better solution than if each suggested solution is evaluated as it is proposed .
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Noll (54,202) has stated1

"A problem is never solved

adequately until the conclusion has been tested , the conclusion may be the best one in light of knowledge now available .

Future discoveries may make it necessary to alter

the conclusion to make it confonn to new knowledge . 11
Hill (38157) suggests that a family ' s history of
problem solutions , pattern of decision- making , and set of
rudimentary family policies are used in making current choice
as well as giving direction and structure to choices over
the family life cycle .

THE NEED FOR PROGRAMS , ACTIVITIES , OR EVENTS
FOR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FOR

A DEPRESSED AREA IN CONSUMER EDUCATION
Recently there has been an increasing awareness on
the part of adult educators of the need to provide the
leadership for planning long- range action programs for
entire communities or special clientele groups within communities .

Furthennore , it has been increasingly recognized

that the process of planning has considerable influence on
the success or failure of a program .

This realization has

prompted many adult education researchers to thoroughly
analyze the program- planning process in an attempt to
identify concepts , principles , and procedures which could
ultimately contribute to more effective planning.
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Douglas (20s29) summarized some aspects of a research
effort directed toward analyzing the program- planning process as carried out by the Cooperative Extension Service
at the University of Wisconsin .

He stated thuslys

Program- planning research at Wisconsin rests on
the assumption that there are two basic concepts
relevant to the planning of educational programs .
The first concept is concerned with program planning itself , which is essentially a process of making
decisions as to what should be the nature and scope
of the objectives of the educational agency or organization . The steps involved in this process include :
(1) collecting and evaluating facts , (2) identifying
problems, (J) considering alternative solutions ,
(4) considering resources available for solutions,
and (5) selecting one or more solutions.
Pesson (58sl01) gave another concept relevant to
planning that is cone emed with involving potential c lien tele (lay citizens) in the process of planning the
Cooperative Extension Service program.

A basic premise

underlying this concept is stated thusly , "people when
provided with the real facts of the situation , and with
good leadership will identify the more critical problems
with which they are faced . "
The effective operationaliza~ion of the programplanning process greatly depends on the extent to which the
professional adult educator is informed about the total
programming function.
Edward (25 sl962) states, that when professional
staff members lack a common understanding of the planning
process , they encounter difficulties in their planning
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efforts .

On

the other hand , those who have a thorough

understanding of the planning process participate to a
greater extent in developing plans and encounter few difficulties in the process .
Farrell (28 11964) examined the feasibility of having
i nfluential people of the community serve on planning committees .

He compared a selected group of influentials in

a county with the total population on the basis of their
awareness of community problems.

The findings showed that

influential people were more aware of the problems of the
community and were more likely to view themselves as being
able to resolve the problems .
In Texas , the Cooperative Extension Service decided
to study the characteristics of Latin Americans in a county
to establi sh an approach on community and county program
planning to truly i nvolve the people ,

The characteristics

of the Mexican culture were studied very carefully by a
special team of workers .
Brown (11 140) stated the first approaches included
locating , recruiting , and training the natural leaders in
things that interested them.

The program area was broadened

to meet their needs and the needs of the county.
Aker (2 157) put it very well as the training school
at Florida State University when he said, " There is good
reason to believe that we can apply the same principles of
learning in developing effective educational programs for
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lower socio-economic groups as we do in developing programs
for middle class society .

However , the programs which re-

sult from their application may be strikingly different
from the ones we have developed for our ' middle class
clientele."
Eastwood , (221110) state leader of home economics
extension in Massachusetts , reported recently on the results,
as expressed by Mrs. Ione Vagus , a social worker with the
Community Service Center of the United South End Settlements ,
of the extension work done there .

Miss Eastwood said s

The Home Economics Extension program as developed
by Eva Dubber and the University of Massachusetts
Cooperative Extension program had , in my opinion,
the following effects1 (l) Education to a good number
of women about better and more effective management
of money , household , time , and energy, (2) reinforce ment of constructive practices . (For example , the ·
women were initially hesitant to reveal methods for
fear of ridicule and were encouraged to overcome this
fear . ) ; (3) development of healthy leaders in the
area. Giving hope and knowledge where widespread
attitudes of hopelessness and discouragement existed ;
(4) development of new skills; and (5) retaining of
poor habits.
Outside the actual service to homemakers was the
acknowledgement of social services and the medical and
other professions catering to the low socio- economic
group of the need for home economics extension services
in helping the professions to offer a greater degree of
helpfulness .
Olin (55113) who works with the Mesquakie Indians ,
lists two rules for working with people a

(1) You can ' t

work with people until they are convinced they need what
you have to offer; and (2) you have to accept people at their
level of understanding and try to see through their eyes .
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Education
Education is a vital instrument in any attempt to
raise the standard of living of the poor.

This keynote

point of the AHEA Committee on Resources for Low-Income
Families is relevant in terms of the objectives of this
study.
Deeter (18:34) puts the question before the American
society thuslys

"Can American public school system find

the means to teach all American children , and can American
society find the means to value all the children so taught
for the particular kind of people they turn out to be?"
Landers (46:14) expressed the idea that education
in a democracy may be as important to develop social values
as it is academic values.

He said that:

American democracy has , in a sense , accepted the
egalitarian notiDns of the 18th Century with its
idea of the infinite perfectability of human beings .
The schools have been given the task of translating
these ideas into reality. Unfortunately the means
allocated by society to schools have not always been
compatible with the enormity of the job to be done.
In addition , there has been the wide gap between the
preachments of the society (which it expects the
school to teach) and the practices in which it indulges. The schools alone can neither inculcate
values which are given only lip service by the greater
society nor compensate at bargain basement prices for
generations of callous neglect and systematic oppression.
Just how do you educat e t he poor?

Or the question

may be as much, What is education for the poor?
Gordon (33114) writes:
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••• The essence of the matter is--whether the
school can repair the damage of deprivation , or
can operate effectively in the face of low educational aspiration, or erase the prefix "sub"
in a subcultural neighborhood •••• The school is
not~ panacea; •• and ••• is unable to cope with a
formidable array of community attitudes and ethnic
values ....
No school system can by itself overcome the handicaps which children bring to school.
One personal educational need of the poor stands
out , and that is the intellectual skill to gain power.
The poor person simply needs power to influence the decisions which affect his well - being.
Silberman (65,45) comments that "in the last analysis ••• Negro children will be able to climb out of the
slums enmasse only if they see their parents doing the
same-- only if adults of the community are involved in ac tion on their own behalf ."
With a grant from the U. S . Office of Education ,
Norfolk State College attempted to learn whether those in
hard- core poverty areas could be trained and given employable skills .

The experiment did prove that man can

learn new occupational skills .

The risk of going to school

and the feeling that "you can ' t teach an old dog new tricks"
has to be overcome .
McPherson (48: 55) commented that "this feeling of
' I am too old to start over again ' is one of three most
frequently mentioned reasons why poor people do not respond
to training programs offered ."
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Since the birth of the Economic Opportunity Act 1964
Public Law 88-452 , popularly known as the Anti -Poverty Bill ,
its purpose has been to improve the lot of persons with low
income by " opening to everyone the opportunity for education
and training , the opportunity to work , and the opportunity
to live in decency and dignity. (27 118)
The needs of low- income groups cannot be confined to
one subject matter section.

" To serve more effectively ,"

is one of the challenges that those preparing Home Economics
New Directions ,

A Statement of Philosophy and Objectives

gave home economists .

It is the belief that those problems

offer home economists unlimited possibilities in finding
avenues to help raise standards of home and community l i fe .
(39 127)
Wolgamot has stated that s
Our national concern for the disadvantaged is
shown in the current expansion and development of
progr ess designed to serve them. Such innovations
as housing programs for low- income families and
senior citizens , grants for migrant famil i es , health
serv ices , job training , urban renev,al , the food stamp
plan , and rural area development •••• The work of
those in home management and family economics has
been geared to the middle income family . Contrary
to this , home management concepts employed by home
economist could be vital to the welfare of low- income
people as well . It may well be that low- income
families present the most practical problems the home
economists profession ever faced . (7J s27)
Consumer Education
President Kennedy called for the creati on of a
Consumer Advisory Council in his message to Congress of
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March 15 , 1962.

In that message , which was the first on

the subject of a " consumers ' protection and interest program" ever delivered by a president , he asserted that the
consumer was intitled to certai n rights .

These rights ,

he said , includes
(1) The right to safety -- to be protected against
the marketing of goods which are hazardous to health
or life .
(2) The right to be informed -- to be protected
against fraudulent , deceitful , or grossly misleading
information , advertising , labeling , or other practi ces ,
and to be given the facts he needed to make an informed
choice .

(3) The right to choose -- to be assured , wherever
possible , access to a variety of products and services
at competitive prices , and in those industries in
which competition is not workable and Government regulation is substituted , an assurance of satisfactory
quality and service at fair prices.
(4) The right to be heard -- to be assured that
consumer interests will receive full and sympathetic
consideration in the formulation of Government policy ,
and fair and expeditious treatment in its administrative tribunals . (42 1160)
Caplovitz (15 1220) reported that markups of 100 to
300 per cent above wholesale are common , and there are few

one- price stores .

The price quoted on a product depends

largely on the merchant ' s appraisal of the customer as a
sales prospect and as a credit risk.

Caplovitz also found

that aside from being overcharged , many of the families
had actually been defrauded by such practices as "bait- and
switch , advertising; referral selling; misrepresentation
of prices; and the substitution of inferior goods .

Few
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had any idea what to do about it.

Fewer still had made any

formal complaint to a law enforcement agency.
Strong (6711) after her limited survey of consumer
education programs and resources for consumer education,
capsule some of the other problems centering around lowincome consumers today.

She saids

It is clear that -- small though the total effort
is when compared to the need -- more consumer education is directed toward low- income families than
any one group is aware of ; there is little coordination and little exchange of information , and there
are great variations in methods , in content , and in
overall philosophy.
Esther Peterson, former Special Assistant to the
President for Consumer Affairs , as chairman of this committee , appointed in 1964 , a panel on Consumer Education
for Persons with Limited Incomes to advise the President ' s
Committee on Consumer Interest and consumer education for
the poor.

The report states ,

11

that although consumer edu-

cation cannot cure poverty, its objective should be to
subtract from poverty ."

The goal of consumer education is

to achieve high standards of living through more discriminating consumption . (56,24)
Mrs . Peterson gave further impetus when she supported the panel ' s views by suggesting that:
Consumer education should be included as an
integral part of overall projects to help l?w~
income families . She has urged that communities
take advantage of the opportunity t? obtain fund~
for consumer education from the Office of Economic
Opportunity , which makes such programs eligible
for funds under the Community Action Program.
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Mrs . Peterson further stated that s

" if we , as a

nation , are to use our resources and productive facilities
in a wise and efficient manner , consumer education is an
absolute necessity.

It is a necessity , too , for the peace

of mind and well- being of the millions of young people
who will set up homes in the next few years . "

She also

applauded efforts being made in many schools to teach
basic economics from the consumer point of view .

She sug-

gested that this be done even in juni or high school .

She

said , " unless dr opouts can be materially reduced , the junior
high level may be the only chance we have to reach some
of these youngsters ."
Stiles (66 , 1)

expressed these views :

Only as young people learn the meaning of money
and its use , as they feel the excitement and satis faction of personal planning to achieve worthwhile
economic goals , as they come to understand the processes by which individual freedom and responsi bility in economic matters may be guaranteed , only
then do they grasp the full importance of an economic
system that is responsive to private initiative and
protection of personal independence •••• Education
for citizenship in these times , then , must strongly
emphasize preparation to deal with personal and
family finance problems in successful and satisfying
ways .
Proulx (60 130) found that " it is not the level of
income that makes the family finances improve but good
management ."
In addition Fliegler reported that:
If it be true that the children of the poor today
are themselves destined to be the impoverished parents
of tomorrow , then some social intervention is needed
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to break the cycle , to interrupt the circuits of
hunger and hopelessness that link generation to
generation , For the consumer benefit of all , we
must assure the security and well- being of our
children at the same time the nation ' s most
precious and most perishable resources , (721408)

CHAPTER I I I
DESIGN OF STUDY AND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPED
FOR USE IN THE STUDY

This chapter includes a detailed description of
(1) design of study; (2) basic assumptions underlying the
study; (3) the instrument developed; and (4) the sample
used in this study.
Desi@ of Study
This study dealing with aspirations, performance
and potential for change of selected low-income families
in Angelina County , Texas was specifically designed to,
1.

Ascertain aspirations of low- income families.

2.

Ascertain families ' preceptions , status, problems , and blocks to progress .

3.

Determine resources available to low-income
families to aid them in fulfilling their am bitions and desires .

4.

Determine to what extent good management
practices are used to obtain family goals .

5. Gain knowledge and deeper understanding of
sociological concepts that will provide new
prespectives in understanding the problems
involved in working with low-income families ,
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Basic Assumptions
Basic to this study were the assumptions that,
1.

Low- income families have a wider range of as-

pirations than others within the society ;
2.

That each individual creates for himself his

own world of reality , in which he assigns significance to
what he perceives in terms of his life ' s purpose ;

J.

Standards of living can be improved with effec -

tive use of all physical , natural and human resources;

4.

Management practices are performed to some ex-

tent by low- income families ; and ,

5.

the higher the family income , the greater the

rise in living standards .
Instrument Used in the Study
A personal taped interview schedule was used for
data collection .

The personal taped interview was selected

because (1) low-income clientele are usually uneducated ,
thus creating difficulty in reading and understanding ;
(2) the interviewer could gain a deeper insight into factors
related to the study through personal contact and observation of the environment and personal characteristics of the
respondent; and the tapes could be replayed to gain some
additional insights that might have been missed during the
interview.

The interview schedule was divided into three parts,
(1) statistical information about the family; (2) family
aspirations , attitudes, values and goals ; and (3) managing
family resources.
Statistical questions pertaining to the length of
time families lived in county , place of birth , marital
status , number of persons living in home, age , education ,
income , occupation, and family housing were included to
collect relevant facts essential in making the description
of family units more complete .
Family aspirations for self , family and children
were relevant in assessing values , goals and attitudes .
Items included under managing family income were to
seek information on the handling of family resources.
includeds

This

(1) money management , (2) management of time ,

property , space, people and community.
Constructing the Interview Schedule
Three types of questions -- open- end or free response , direct , and attitude testing -- were used so as to
permit the participants to respond in their own words.
It was decided that direct questions would probably
be the most effective method of getting answers to many
pertinent questions .
Lead questions could be used whenever the respondents hesitated or did not seem to understand a particular
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question , or if respondents expressed a desire not to give
information.
It was conceded in addition to the use of the taped
interview schedule , that observation of reaction to questions
and communication between members of the family could be
utilized .

When note taking was limited in the presence of

the respondents , more time was allowed for conversation
and observation .
Collection of Data
The following techniques and methods were used to
obtain cooperation from the twenty- five families who parti cipated in the study ,
l,

Each participant was contacted by personal

2.

The purpose of the study , the value and con-

visit .

tributi on which could be made by each interviewee were
carefully explained .

3.

The arrangement of time for the interview session

to take place was given consideration and the assurance of
the confidentiality of the data volunteered was thoroughly
discussed with participants .
Description of Sample
Selection of the twenty- five subjects to participate
in the study was made from a list of families with whom
the researcher had had some previous contact .

It was
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limited to families considered low- income and to those who
had children,

Twelve of these families lived in the city

of Lufkin , the other thirteen lived in rural areas surrounding Lufkin and in the southern end of Angelina County.
These two groups were divided equally into welfare reci pients and nonwelfare recipients ,

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATI<l'l OF DATA
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Several concerns which are worthy of note and which
will need further elaboration will be discussed in this
section ,
Statistical Information About Families
The average size of families will usually indicate
whether you have a young family population or a more of an
older retiring type population .

The changes in population

of Angelina County and Lufkin for the period of 1900 to 1960
has been increasing at an average rate of more than three
per cent each year.
at 39 ,814.

Census statistics place the population

There a;:-e 10 , 686 families averaging 3, 27 persons

per family , thus placing it in the young family population
group .
The twenty- five families interviewed were both male
and female - headed households with incomes at or below the
poverty level ,

Although Angelina County has a high rate of

both rural and urban poverty , the incidence of poverty among
families is almost twice as high for rural families than
urban families.

More than one- half of the rural families

live on incomes considered below that for a comfortable
standard of living.
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Family Structure
This section summarizes the structure of the twentyfive families included in the study.
The families included several types,

twelve welfare

families and thirteen nonwelfare families; thirteen urban;
nine rural; three families living in a housing project ;
ten families with both husband and wife; two families deserted by husband ; eight divorcees ; four separated but not
divorced; two widowers and two single mothers.
Four of the families on welfare had lived in Angelina
County over thirty- three years and six of the nonwelfare
families had lived in Angelina County over thirty years .
Eight of the welfare families had lived in Angelina County
from eight to twenty- five years and the seven remaining nonwelfare families had lived in Angelina County from eight
to fifteen years .

See Table I .

Moot of the families were born in Angelina and
surrounding counties .

Two welfare families and six non-

welfare families were born in Angelina County.
welfare families were born in another State .

Two nonSee Table II .

Slightly more than fifty per cent of the household
heads were women .

Seven families on welfare were divorcees ,

three were separated from their husbands , one was a widow
and two were single .

One of the single mothers had two

children and the other had six .

Ten nonwelfare families
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF YEARS FAMILIES LIVED INl
ANGELINA COUNTY
Welfare
No .
Total
2 years or less

3- 5

12
0
0

6- 8

0
l

9-11
12- 14
18-20

3
1

21 - 23

1

27 - 29

30 - and over

2

4

Families
Nonwelfare
No .
13
0
2
0

0
2
0
2

1
6

1 Because of the small sample actual numbers will
be used in all tables in this study instead of percentages .
TABLE II
NUMBER OF FAMILIES BORN IN ANGELINA COUNTY
Welfare
No .
Total
Angelina County
Trinity County
Nacogdoches County
Rusk County
Cherokee County
Tyler County
Houston County
San Augustine County
Newton County
Polk County
Shelby County
Greenville , Texas
Mississippi
Louisiana

12
2
2

1
1
1
1
2

1

Families
N onwelfare
No .

13

6
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0

1
1

1

0

0
0
0

l
1

0

1
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lived with their husband , one separated , one divorced and
one widow ,

See Table III .

TABLE III
MARITAL STATUS OF FAMILIES
Welfare
No .
12

Total
Married
Divorced
Separated
Widower
Widow
Single

0

7
3

Families

Nonwelfare
No .

13
10
1
1

0

0

1

1

2

0

The average size of welfare families was six and the
average size of the non.welfare families was slightly over
nine members .

There were almost twice as many persons in

the six to seven group in the nonwelfare families as there
were in the welfare families .

Families on welfare with six

and seven persons constituted four families and the non welfare families in the group with six and seven constituted
seven families .

Seven member households out numbered house-

holds of any other size .
were women .

See Table IV .

Three of these household heads
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TABLE IV
FAMILY SIZE

Welfare

Families
Nonwelfare

No .

No .

Total

12

13

1

0

0
0
0
0
1

2
2

2

3
4

1
0

5

6

1

7
8

3

3
4
1

0
1

9

1
0
1
1
0

1

10
11

0

1

12
13
14

0
0
0
0

15

16

0

0

1

A g e ~ ~ .Qf Household Heads
Sixteen of the welfare and nonwelfare families interviewed were under forty years of age .

This provided a re-

latively young population with which to carry on educational
programs.
Ten of the household heads were male .

The family

heads ranged in age from twenty-nine to sixty years old and
over .
years .

The average age was between forty and forty-nine
Fifty per cent of the welfare mothers who were head

of the household were between thirty and thirty-nine years
of age .

Except for one head in this group who was over sixty

years of age .

See Table V.
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One hundred forty-four children were reported in the
twenty-five families interviewed.
seventy-six girls .

Sixty-eight boys and

Thirty-two of the children were under

six years of age.
Large families with a high proportion of children of
pre-school and school age placed a heavy burden of support
on the household heads and/or on the community, especially
in families with the mother as the head of the household.
This included eleven of the families on welfare.

See Table V.

TABLE V
HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS IN GIVEN AGE GROUPS

Years
Total
19 years or
less
20-24
25-29
30-39
40-49
50 - 59
60 and over

Fathers
Nonwelfare
No .

0

10

12

lJ

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
1
6
4

0
2

1

2
4
1

0
0

2

0

0
5
11
11
2

No.

0

8

J

0

0
1

0
Girls

Boys
1 or under
1- 6
7-12
13-19
20-26

Mothers
Nonwelfare

Welfare
No .

Welfare
No .

0

0

2

10

0
8

8

11
15
J

lJ
1

18
16
1

Twenty-seven boys and twenty - one girls of the welfare
families and thirty-six boys and forty-four girls of the

non- welfare families were in one of the four groups under
twenty years.

Adults fifty years and over added to this

burden of some welfare fam1·11·es .

The average number of

children per family was six .
Education of Family Members
The education of eight of the family heads was below
the seventh grade .

One welfare mother and one nonwelfare

mother had attended school less than four years .

The addi -

tional eleven welfare mothers , twelve nonwelfare mothers
and four nonwelfare fathers had completed the eleventh and
twelfth grades in high school.

The eighth grade was the

average grade completed by the fathers and the tenth grade
was the average grade completed by the mothers ,

See Table YI,

Responses to the education question were encouraging,
Although actual performance may not measure up to verbal
expressions, most of the respondents were quite emphatic in
their statements regarding the necessity of education in
today ' s world .

Quite frequently they related to the inter-

viewer how they or a member of their family recently had experienced difficulty in securing employment because of
adequate education .

in-

This was because of the fact that the

best paying jobs in this area required some training or
skill .

None of the respondents wanted their children to

have less than a high school education.

In fact, four wel -

fare mothers and ten nonwelfare mothers wanted their children
to complete college .
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TABLE VI
SCHOOL GRADE COMPLETED BY FAMILY HEAD
Welfare

Grade
Total
4 or less

5-

8
9 - 10
11-12

Fathers
Nonwelfare

Welfare

Mothers
N onwelfare

No .

No .

No .

No.

0
0
0
0
0

10

12
1

13

2
2

0

7

7

2

J

1
4

1

5

Family Income and Sources
Eleven families on welfare and two nonwelfare families
had incomes of less than $J ,OOO ,

See Table VII .

The family

income were as varied as were individual family members .
Varied circumstances such as size of family , health conditions ,
marital status , education of family members , and resources
available , accounted for the difference in the amount of in come .

Some recipients probably would have tried to find

employment , but they were afraid of losing a part or all of
their welfare grants .

The allocation of aid to families

with dependent children and families receiving surplus commodities was on the basis of the number of individuals in the
family .

The commodities were given a cash income Yalue .
Two welfare families had other members living in the

household .

A mother lived with one family and an aunt live d

with another family .

The old age

assistance of these family

members was not included in the total income of these two
families .
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TABLE VII
FAMILY rncOME

Welfare
No .

Income
Total
Under $2 , 000

Families
Nonwelfare
No .

12
6

$2 , 000 - $2 , 999

13

o

5

12:ggg - ti :§§§
$5 ,000 - $5 , 999
$6 , 000
$6 , 999

2

O
1

4

0
0

0
1

6

As family size rose income rose also .

Consequently ,

on a per capita basis there is little difference in incomes
for a high proportion of the families .

All of the families

received annual incomes of less than $500 per person

($499 , 81) .

All families of nine to twelve persons lived on

approximately $250 to $333 per person , and some of them
lived on well under $300 .

See Table VIII .

Of the four nonwelfare families with incomes of $4 , 000
to $4 , 999 there was one household of six persons , two households of seven and one household of nine .

The one family

with income of $6 ,000 to $6 , 999 had sixteen persons in the
family .

Only one family on welfare had received incomes of

as much as $4 , 000 to $4 , 999 , and there were six persons in
the family .
Rising prices and fixed incomes deepened poverty
greatly between 1962 and 1963 .

With the recent rise in prices

(1968 -69) total incomes of many families in this study

TABLE VIII
WELFARE AND NONWELFARE INCOME BY SIZE OF FAMILY

Welfare
Family
Size

Total
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Nonwelfare

Under

$2,000 $3,000 $4,000 $5,000 $6,000
$2,000 2,999 3,999 4,999 5,999 6,999
7
0
0
2
2
0

1
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
0
2
0

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Family
Size

Total
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

Under

$2,000 $3,000 $4,000 $5,000 $6,000
$2,000 2,999 3,999 4,999 5,999 6,999
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0
l
0
0
0

1
0

0

0

0
l
0

1

0
0
0

6
0
0
0
0

1
1
2

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
l
2
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
l
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received a weekly per capita income below the weekly cost
of a low cost adequate diet with nothing left for other
living expenses .
Table IX shows that one -half of the families received
earned income .

Labor and service occupations accounted for

almost all earned income .

One family received Social

Security , four families received Veteran Benefits and one
Workers Benefits .
With the welfare families the homemaker was responsi ble for the family income .

One welfare family had boys who

helped earn the family inc ome .

The father , mother and some -

time older children were responsible for family income in
all the non.welfare f~~ilies .
TABLE IX

SOURCES OF INCOME

Source of

Income

Total
Employment
Welfare
Social Security
Veterans Benefits
Workers Benefits
Pension

Investments
Others

Welfare
No .

12

.5

12

0

1

1

Families
Non welfare
No .

13

13
0

2

3
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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!iQ!! Families~ About Their Income

The findings indicated that family and religion are
of more importance to these people than occupation and
income.

The significance of such a value system in reference

to the problem of raising levels of living is demonstrated
in the following findings related to income satisfaction.
When asked directly, "How do you feel about your
incomes; are you very satisfied, satisfied, unsatisfied, or
very unsatisfied?"

Five welfare mothers and eight nonwelfare

mothers of the subsistence level replied; "My income is
satisfactory."

Five welfare and four nonwelfare families

were unsatisfied with the family incomes.

Two welfare

families said they were very unsatisfied with the family incomes.

One nonwelfare family made no response to the

question.

See Table X.
TABLE X

HOW FAMILIES FELT ABOUT THEIR INCOMES
Families

Total
Very Satisfied
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Very Unsatisfactory
No Response

Welfare
No .

N onwelfare

12

13

0

0

No .

5
5

2
0

8

4
0
1

The fact that families making under $2 ,000 a year
was not dissatisfied with their income indicates that
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inducing motivation will not be an easy or simple process .
The fathers earned the income from labor in the
foundries , papermill , cutting timber , at a candy kitchen
and one was a minister.

The mothers worked in homes as

maids , one at a poultry processing plant , two in cafes and
two at a plywood plant .

The families with boys working,

worked at a bottling company , for the city and the Country
Club.
Two mothers with children did not work away from
home because they had no one to keep their children .

The

father in one family worked in the day while the mother
kept the children and the mother worked at night while the
father kept the children .

Two families had a parent or

relative living in the home with them who kept the children
while the mother worked .

One family had an older daughter

who took care of the children while the mother worked and
one family left the children at the Day Care Center.
Eleven families stated they would like to work away from
home if they had someone to care for their children , and
eight said they would not like to work away from home .
Training in A Skill
When asked if they could receive training in a skill
for a job , or , a better job, seven mothers responding said
they would like to receive training to become a beautician;
four wanted training in sewing to be able to make clothing
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for the family and sew for others to earn extra income;
seven wanted training to become a nurse ' s aid ; two wanted
to be maids ; two wanted training in cafe work; one training
in upholstery ; one training to be a secretary and one wanted
to work at a plywood plant .

The " caucasian" mother wanted

training in upholstery and the "Indian'' mother wanted training to be a secretary.
Two families felt very satisfied in the family ' s
ability to meet current living cost and normal emergency
expenses .

Thirteen families were satisfied , three were a

little uneasy , four uneasy , and three families were worried .
Twenty families stated that they had to go without things
they really needed, because they did not have enough money.
To the question , " If you unexpectedly inherited
$2 , 000 , what would you buy first?"

Three families responded

that they would make a down payment on a home; two would
pay on home they are buying and one family would use the
money for home improvements .

One family would keep it for

security ; five would buy clothing for the family; four would
pay it on debts; one would pay doctor bills; two would meet
physical needs of the family; four would save it for the
children ' s education ; four would put it on conveniences;
and four said they would buy furniture .
Family Housing
Inadequate housing was common to all families .

All

family heads were aware of this situation , but contended
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that incomes were too low to make home improvements .

All

of the families aspired to have better housing.
Table XI shows the status o:f family housing.

Seven

welfare families and five nonwelfare families lived in
rented private dwellings .

Three nonwelfare families lived

in rented public housing.

Four welfare families and five

nonwelfare families lived in ovmer occupied dwellings , One
family got housing free .
The rising cost of homeownership over the past ten
years brought great disadvantage to families trying to
maintain homes .
The proportion of welfare families (four families)
who owned or were buying homes was about the same as that
of nonwelfare families (five families) .

However , more

complete nonwelfare response on this question might in crease this difference .
TABLE XI
FAMILY HOUSING

'lelfare
o.

Total
Rent - Private
Owner
Rent - Public
Housing Free

12

7
4
0

1

Families
Non velfare
. o.

13

5
5
3
0

Condition of Dwellings
Table XII and XIII gives information concerning the
general condition of dwellings along with other family
descriptive data.

Judgement of the interviewer who made

observations of the homes , and the judgement of the families
placed nine welfare and four nonwelfare families in poor or
very poor groupings .

The interviewer placed many dwellings

below classifications by the family .

There were very few

homes with "no" poor conditions .
Judgements indicate that health needs were almost
unrecognized .

Thirty- one per cent of the families in both

groups were considered as having health needs .
Few household heads beyond the age of sixty years
(three families) have potential for materially changing the
conditions prevailing in their homes .

Any attempt to

materially improve conditions through education is a delusion .

For the aged , probably some fonn of group living

will be the only means of alleviating situations .
The most deplorable circumstances were found with
families on welfare and in rural areas because isolation
added to deprivation .

Service not education can solve these

problems .
It is interesting to note that welfare families had
more bathroom facilities in their homes than the nonwelfare
families .

This was because most of the welfare families
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interviewed lived in the urban area .

There was no differ-

ence in the number that had hot and cold water inside the
home .
TABLE XII
GENERAL CONDITION OF HOUSING
Welfare

Families
Nonwelfare

No .

No ,

12

13

0

0

Total
Excellent Condition
Good Condition
Fair Condition
Poor Condition
Very Poor Condition

3

1
2

4

3

3

6

3

TABLE XIII
CONVENIENCES IN F

ILY HOUSING
Welfare

Total
a . Range-Wood
Gas
Electric
.
b . Water Supply
Hot and Cold Inside
Cold Only Inside
Piped Outside
No Piped Water
c . Electricity
d, Telephone
e . Sewing Machine
Electric
Manual
f . Radio

Families
Nonwelfare

No .

No.

12

13

0

0

12

13

0

0

5

5

4

4
3
13
5
9

2

1
12
4
4

3

1

9

1

8
1
12

TABLE XIII (continued)
Welfare
g.
h.

i.
j.

k.
1.

m.
n.
o.
p.

~

Television
Home Freezer
Good Condition
Poor Condi ti on
Washing Machine
Automatic
Wringer
Toilet
Indoors
Outdoors
Bath or Shower
Air- Condition
Kitchen Sink
Vacunm Cleaner
Electric Iron
Refrigerator
Good Condition
Poor Condition

Families
Nonwelfare

No .

No .

11
6
4
2

13
9
8
1

5

7

1
4
12
11
1
8

4
3
13
8

5

7

7
1
8

3

13
13
12
1

0

1
12
11
8

5

Families Think of Living Conditions
Seven welfare families and nine nonwelfare families

were satisfied with the location of their homes .

Five wel-

fare families and four nonwelfare families were not satisfied with where they lived .

Six welfare families wanted

to move and nine nonwelfare families wanted to move.

Five

welfare families and four nonwelfare families did not want
to move .

One family on welfare was not sure whether or not

she would like to move ,
Of the families who expressed a desire to move, three
welfare and two nonwelfare families wanted to move to
other residence in the same community .

an-

Two welfare families
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and one nonwelfare family wanted to move to another community in the county.

Onl Y one of the welfare families and

n.one of the nonwelfare families wanted to live in a hous ing proJ·ect .

None

of th e t wen t y- f ive families wanted to

move out of the county or out of the State .

See Table XIV .

TABLE XIV
WHAT FAMILIES THINK OF LIVING CONDITIONS
Families 1
Welfare
N onwelfare
No .
No .
Total
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Would like to move
Would not like to move
To another resident in same
community
Another community in county
In Housing Project
An other county
Another State

12
7

5
6

5

3

2
l
0
0

13
9
4
9
4
2

1
0
0
0

10ne family on welfare not sure whether she would
like to move .
Family Aspirations
The greatest desire of the welfare families and the
nonwelfare families was better housing .

Nine welfare

families and twelve nonwelfare families wanted better housing ,

Two welfare families and three nonwelfare families

wanted better jobs .

Two welfare and three nonwelfare fami-

lies wanted better furniture and furnishings; four welfare
families and one nonwelfare family wanted more money; two
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welfare families and three nonwelfare families wanted a
better education ; two welfare families and one nonwelfare
family wanted better health .

These three families felt

that if they could regain their health they could get a
job and help better their condition .

See Table XV .

TABLE XV
ASPIRATIONS FOR THE FAMILY
Welfare
No.
Total
Better Housing
Financial Independence
Better Job for Self and Husband
Material Possessions
Furniture , Furnishings
More Money - Savings
Better Education
Basic Needs
Happy Marriage and Family Life
General Well Being of Self and
Family
Others

Families
N onwelfare
No.

12

13

9

12

2

2

2

J

4

1

3

3
1
2

2

3

0
0

3

2

Aspirations for Children
The aspirations given by the mothers for their children ' s future and examined within three cat egories,

Edu-

cation and occupation ; marriage and parenthood; and
successes .
In the first category the mothers were asked how
much education they felt their son(s) needed and also how
much they felt their daughter(s) needed .

In answer to how
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much education they felt their son{s) and daughter(s)
needed , the common response was

II

as much as they can get. 11

When asked how far in school did this mean , they again answered, "Finish high school and go to college if possible."
For the son(s) there was a wide difference between
the college educational aspiration of the welfare mothers
and the nonwelfare mothers .

With the welfare mothers two

wanted college education for the son(s) as compared to all
(thirteen) of the nonwelfare mothers .

For the daughter(s)

there was also some difference between the mothers ' responses.

Six of the welfare mothers wanted college edu-

cation for their daughter(s) as compared to all (thirteen)
of the nonwelfare mothers .

See Table XVI.

When asked how much education they felt their children would get , eight welfare mothers felt that a high
school education would be all the education their children
would get as compared to two of the nonwelfare mothers .
Four welfare mothers felt that their children would get a
college education as compared to ten nonwelfare mothers .
One of the nonwelfare mothers felt that their children would
receive special training.
When asked what kind of occupation they would like
to see their son(s) and daughter(s) fill when they reached
adult years , the occupational responses given by the mothers
were classified as ,

"office and clerical,'' "skilled,"

" professional ," and "don ' t know . 11

In occupa t ional
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aspirations for their son(s) the responses given by the
welfare mothers and the nonwelfare mothers showed very little
difference .

The welfare mothers were slightly higher in

giving "skilled" occupations for their son(s) than were the
nonwelfare mothers (four mothers versus three mothers) .
It was somewhat difficult for these mothers to access
the type of job they would like to see their daughter(s)
have .

For the daughter(s) there were some difference in

One type of job aspirations given by the two mother groups .
Five of the nonwelfare mothers said " Office or clerical"
as the level of aspiration they held for their daughter{s)
as compared to one of the welfare mother' s response for the
same occupational grouping.
When the occupational choices are compared for son(s)
and daughter(s) the welfare mothers showed slight difference
in the

II

professional" group .

Six of the welfare mothers

wanted to see their son(s) and daughter(s) fill professional
jobs as compared to nine of the nonwelfare mothers .
Skilled jobs listed by welfare and nonwelfare mothers
included ,

mechanics (three welfare mothers versus seven

nonwelfare mothers) , carpenters (one mother) by both groups
of mothers .

Only the welfare mothers listed barbering for

both their son(s) and daughter(s) .

Professional jobs listed

by the welfare and nonwelfare mothers were ,

teaching two

welfare mothers versus three nonwelfare mothers) ; nurse ,
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(four welfare mothers versus seven nonwelfare mothers);
lawyer, ( one welfare mother versus three nonwelfare mothers);
engineer, (one welfare mother versus two nonwelfare mothers),
See Table XVI,
TABLE XVI

EDUCATION AND OCCUPATION ASPIRATIONS
Welfare Families
Son(s) Daughter(s)
No.
No .
Total
EDUCATION
CHILDREN NEEDS
High School
College
Special Training
EDUCATION
MOTHERS FEEL
CHILDREN WILL
GET
High School
College
Special Training

Nonwelfare Families
Son(s) Daughter(s)
No.

No.

12

12

13

13

12

12

13

2
1

13
13

4

0

0

8

8

2
10

6

13

0

0

1

2
10
1

OCCUPATION FOR
CHILDREN
Office and
Clerical
Skilled
Professional
Don't know

0

1

4
9

5

1

1
1
6
1

1

0
8
1

OCCUPATION BY
JOBS
Office and
Clerical
Skilledt
Mechanic
Carpenter
Barber

0

1

1

5

J

0
0
1

l

0
0
0

4

4
6

1
l

4

l
0
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TABLE XVI (continued)
Welfare Families
Son(s) Daughter(s)
No ,
No .
Professional ,
Teacher
Doctor
Nurse
Lawyer
Engineer
Electronic
Breakman
Pro , Sports
Postman

0
2
0
1
1
1
1
0
1

Nonwelfare Families
Son(s) Daughter(s)
No ,
No ,

2
0

0

4

0

6

0
0
0
0
0
0

3

0
0
0
0

3

2
2
0
1
0

2
0

0

0

Marriage and Parenthood
Educational and occupational items are the measures
most commonly used to determine aspirational levels.

Yet ,

other adult role expectations may also be important not
only as independent measures but also because they may influence the achievement of educational and occupational
goals ,

For example , if a mother holds high educational and

occupational aspirations for her children and at the same
time think they should marry young and have a large family
there is often , by implication a contradiction in her
aspirations .

Therefore , one might expect that those mothers

who have high educational and occupational aspirations for
their children would also hold aspirations for them of older
age at marriage , and to have fewer children .

See Table XVII.

The mothers were asked what they thought would be the
best a~es for their children to marry .
C,

The best age given
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for son (s) showed some difference between the welfare and
nonwelfare mother s .

Five of the welfare mothers responded

eighteen years or under as compar ed to one of the nonwelfare mother s ; in the older age range three of the welfare
mothers and four of the nonwel fare mothers responded that
twenty- four years of age and older was the best age for a
son to marry.

See Table XVI I .

There wer e also some differences between the two
mother groups r egarding the best age for their daughter(s)
to marry.

Six of the wel fare mothers and one of the non-

welfare mothers responded wi th eighteen years or younger ,
and in the older age range two of the welfare mothers and
eight of the nonwelfare mothers gave twenty-five years of
age or older as the best age for a daughter to marry .

See

Table XVII .
The mothers were also asked what would be the best
number of childr en for a son or daughter to have .

There

were some differences in the number given by the welfare
mothers and the nonwelfar e mothers for their son(s) .

Three

of the welfare mothers and seven of the nonwelfare mothers
felt that two or fewer children were the best number for a
son ; at the other extreme , nine welfare mothers and eight
nonwelfare mothers suggested four or more children for
their son(s) .
The difference in the ideal number of children for
daughter(s) given by the mothers was not statistically
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important but the direction of difference was the same as
that for the son(s).

Five of the welfare mothers and eight

of the nonwelfare mothers said two or fewer children and
seven of the welfare mothers and five of the nonwelfare
mothers said four or more.

Mothers in both groups with

eight or more children said that they did not want their
daughter(s) to have as many children as they had.
TABLE XVII
MARRIAGE AND PARENTHOOD

Welfare Families
Son(s) Daughter(s)

Best Age
to Marry
Total
18 yrs & under
20 years
22 years
24 years

Nonwelfare Families
Daughter(s)
Son(s)

No .

No .

No .

No .

12

12

13
1
3
5

13
1

5
2

6
3

2

1

3

2

3

5

4

1
2

8

BEST NUMBER

OF CHILDREN
2 children
4 children

4

6 children
8 and over

3
2

3
J

1

7

8

4

4

2
0

0

1

When asked to give a picture of a good husband the
responses were1

seven welfare mothers and ten nonwelfare

mothers said, "willing to provide for family"; "devoted to
family 0

•

All twenty-five of the mothers felt that a good

husband should be a Chri 5t ian.

Four welfare mothers and
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three nonwelfare mothers s ai·ct
"self respect and kind . 11

11

understanding and agreeable";

Tw 0 nonwelfare mothers listed a

formal education and a good job.
"don't know ,"

Two welfare mothers listed

See Table XVIII .
TABLE XVIII

MOTHERS ' PICTURE OF A GOOD HUSBAND
Welfare

Families
Nonwelfare

A Husband Thats

No ,

No ,

Total
Provides for family
Is devoted to family
Is a Christian
Understanding
Formal education
Self respect
Kind
Good background
Good job
Don ' t know

12

7

lJ
10

J

3
3

4
0
0
4

1
0
2
2

2

2

J

5
l
2
1

The mothers responded to the question , "What does
success for your children mean to you?"

were as follows,

eight of the welfare mothers and all (thirteen) of the
nonwelfare mothers said a good job; all of the welfare
mothers (twelve) and all of the nonwelfare mothers (thirteen)
felt that a good education and a good job meant success .
Others felt that a happy marriage, a family and a
home means success.

One mother said a

11

nice 11 personality,

having respect for self and others , being honest, being a
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Christian, active in church, school and community means
success,

See Table XIX.
TABLE XIX
WHAT SUCCESS FOR CHILDREN MEAN TO MOTHERS

Welfare
No.
Total
Good education
Good Job
Good education and job
Living comfortable
Nice personality
Don't know

12
8

Families
N onwelfare
No .

13
13

0

2

12

13

0
2

1

1

0
0

--

Aspirations for Self

Findings are based on the mother's responses to
questions in three major areas.

Because it was important

to secure the thinking of these women without imposing
middle-class interpretation or values a minimal amount of
categorizing was done to preserve the true connotation and
authenticity of their responses,
The subjects were asked to respond freely to the
question uwhat would you wish for yourself if it were
possible to make your wish come true?"

A detailed listing

of aspirations expressed in response to this question is
presented in Table XX.
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TABLE XX

ASPIRATICNS OF LOW-INCOME MOTHERS

elfare
No .

Total
Better housing
Better furniture and
furnishings
Conveniences
Better clothing for self
and family
,ore money and security
Better education
Transportation
Better job of decent job
Children finish high school
and go to college
Better health
Get out of debt
Happy marriage and family life
A good husband that love
children
Get a divorce from present
husband
General well being of self
and family members

Families
on welfare
No •

12
9

13

10
11

13
13

12
8

12

J

12

lJ
J

2
2

1
4

4

lJ

3

2

3

1

7
2

1

1

J

0

3

0

Six of the mothers expressed a desi e for a "decent"
job for themselves .

Four of the twenty- five mothers wish -

ing for jobs , wished that their husbands could get better
or more secure jobs .

Of these twenty-five mothers, six

expressed the desire for more education - either to finish
high school or to receive some type of special trainin .
Training to be a beautician , training in sewing , nursing
or as a nurse •s aide were most highly desired by the
mothers .

Only two mothers (welfare) mentioned domestic
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work as being acceptable .

On e

wanted training in upholstery

and one nonwelfare mother wanted clerical training.
Transportation .

Three of the study population in-

cluded a desire for transportation - identified as a car.
There is no public transportation in the county .

This de-

sire was closely allied with the desire for a better job
and more training.

Many mothers made this expression , "If

I had a way to go I might could find a better job , or go
take a course in special training."
Happy marriage and family life .

Grouped in this

category are all aspirations expressed as a desire for a
" good husband ," a desire for happiness , and a desire for
a better life for the children and husband for sixteen of
the mothers .

It was originally felt by the investigator

that "a good husband" would be a deep desire of mothers
heading one- parent families; however the data when analyzed
as a whole gives a conflicting picture , and no definite
trend can be determined .

The difference showed up when

the welfare and nonwelfare families were compared .

One of

the welfare mothers and one of the nonwelfare mothers expressed such a desire .
Self- ratings

present, past , future .

Each mother

was asked to rate her status on the self-anchoring ladder,
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an adaptation of the " self- anchoring" scale developed by
Cantril (14 142) and his colleagues at the International
Social Research Institute.

Results show that a majority of

these mothers presently placed themselves less than half
way on the ten- step scale ; and that they perceived themselves as being well anchored on step two five years a go.
However , their self rating indicated that they do have hope
for the future .
A breakdown of the data into welfare mothers and

nonwelfare mothers shows that mothers of nonwelfare families rate themselves slightly higher on the ladder for the
present and in the future than the mothers
on welfare .
'·
One interesting sidelight is that one welfare mother
and one nonwelfare mother rated themselves at the top of
the ladder now , and that is where they will be five years
from now.

The premise of the investigator is that these

mothers had created for themselves their own world of
reality , in which they assigned significance to what they
perceive in terms of their life ' s purpose .

See Table XXI.
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TABLE XXI
SELF-RATING,

PRESENT , PAST, FUTURE

WELFARE FA ULIES

Number of Families
12

+++ +++

--- +++
--+++ +++ +++

11
10

+++ +++

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

9

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

--- ---

8

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++

++ +++ +++ +++

7

+++ +++ +++ +++

6

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

5

+++

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

4

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

3

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

2

1

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++

+++

+++ +++
0

1

+++ +++ +++ +++

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

LADDER RATING
Self- Rating Ladder is cha:rted for twenty- five families .
The signs indicate the average response to question on
where " you personally stand now" (----) , where "you stood
five vea-,;s(ago")(====), and where "you hope to be five year
from now
+-F++ •
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TABLE XXI (continued)
ONWELFARE F

!LIES

umber of Families
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+++ ++++
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9
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8
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+
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1
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J
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5
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8
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9
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Managing~ Family Resources
There was very little d1.fference between the way the
welfare families and the nonwelfare families handled their
resources.

Some type of budgeting was used by both groups .

The allowance plan was most used where there were children
in the family .

The children were given a small allowance

whenever the money was available .

See Table XXII .

In welfare families where the mother was the head of
the household , six of the mothers made the decisions of how
the family income is to be spent , and in nonwelfare families
with husband and wife seven of the fathers and mothers made
the decisions of how the money would be spent .

Two welfare

mothers and two nonwelfare mothers discussed spending the
income with the family and the family made the decisions on
how the family income should be spent .
Five of the welfare families used credit to buy food
as compared to four of the nonwelfare families .

Six of the

nonwelfare families used credit to buy automobiles as compared to one of the welfare families .

Six of the nonwelfare

families lived in rural areas where there is no public
transportation .

Three of the welfare families used credit

for medical purposes .

Two welfare mothers and three non-

welfare mothers did not use credit .
Fraud~ Unfair Practices
In answer to

II

or unfair practices?"

do you know what to do in case of fraud
Twelve of the twenty-five mothers
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answered "yes" and thirteen answered "no".

The premise of

the investigator was that fifty per cent of the mothers were
not aware of legislation that protected the consumer, and
were tmaware of where to report unfair practices.
TABLE XXII

HOW FAMILIES HANDLED THEIR INCOMES

Handling Money
Total
Budget Plan
Dole Out System
50 - 50 Plan
Allowance Plan
Others

Welfare
No .
12
8
1
0

2
1

Families
N onwelfare
No .

13
8
1
1
4
0

:MAKE DECISIONS
Father only
Mother only

0

0

6

4

Children
Father and mother
Family

0

0

4

7

USE OF CREDIT
Buy Clothing
Buy food
Automobile
Appliances
Housing
Recreation
Travel
Education
Medical
No credit

2

3

5

2

3

4

3

l
1
1

4

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

3
2

3

3
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Major Types .Qf Insurance
Twenty- five families had at least two different types
of insurance for all family members .

Three families had

hospitalization and burial and one family had hospitalization , life and an educational policy for the children ' s
education .

The major companies used by these mothers were"

Atlanta Life Insurance Company , Universal Life Insurance
Company and Citizen Industrial Life Insurance Company that
collected small weekly fees.
Programs and Opportunities Available
Questions were distributed throughout the schedule
concerning a variety of activities which would indicate
whether families interviewed were aware of agencies, programs and literature which provided opportunity for personal advancement of family members.

Also, whether they

recognized local persons serving in a leadership capacity
or used information or material made available through
professional or unpaid leaders.

See Table XXIII.

All of the welfare families and nonwelfare families
knew about the Salvation Army.

Eleven of the welfare

families and all (thirteen) of the nonwelfare families knew
about the Day Care Center.

Eleven welfare families and

twelve nonwelfare families knew about the nursery and
kindergarten schools.

Six of the welfare families and

eleven of the nonwelfare families had heard about the home
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demonstration and 4 - H Club organizations of the Texas Agricultural Extension Service ,

One of the welfare families

and four of the non.welfare families had heard about home
economics class es and only one knew a bout adu.l t classes ,
Recognition of the home demonstration and 4 - H organizations was higher in the non.welfare families than in the
welfare families .

Three welfare families and three nonwel-

fare families had information concerning emergency protection, al though one or two schedules indicated serious problems for families when schedules were taken.

Only seven

families had attended some class or meeting where helpful
information was given .

Reasons given by the mothers for

not attending meetings or classes included I

lack of trans-

portation , small children , inadequate clothing and fear of
failure .
TABLE XXIII
HOMEMAKERS FAMILIAR WITH RESOURCES

Welfare
Resources
Total
Emergency Protection
Child Care Center
Nursery and Kindergartens
Salvation Army
.
Family Cotmse1ing Service
Home Economic Class
•
Home Demonstration
an d 4 - H Clubs
Adult Education Classes
Day Care Centers
Service for Disadvantaged

No .

Families
Nonwelfare
No ,

12

1)

J
3

12

J
3
12
1.3

0

0

1

4
11

11

6
1
10

12

0

13
2

Efforts were made to determine if information reached
the families through mass media ,

Analysis of the data

showed that television was most used as a source of infor.ma-

tion by both the welfare and nonwelfare families ,

Ten of

the welfare families and eleven of the nonwelfare families
watched television ,

Eight welfare and ten nonwel:fare fami-

lies got infonnation from newspapers ,

Five welfare families

and ten nonwelfare families listened to the radio ,

Three

welfare fa111ilies and four nonwelfare families got informa tion f'rom books , leaflets, and bulletins , while one welfare
family and six nonwelfare families took weekly or monthly

magazines ,

Four welfare and six nonwelfare families re -

s pee ti ve ly got inf oma ti on from their neigh bars ,

This

resulted from homemakers who attended meetings being asked
to share the information they gained with their neighbor or
neighbors .

See Table XXIV ,

TABLE XXIV
HOME\ KERS

usnrn

,EDIA

r,ASS

iel:fare

,a.s s

edia

Total

Newspapers
Books , leaf'lets , bulletins
Television

Magazines
Radio
Neighbors
Others

o.
12
8

J
10
l

Families
. 1 onwelfare
o,

lJ

10
4
11

6

5

10

4

6

0

0
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Family Members Wanted to Learn
An effort was made to determine the information in-

dividuals in this population would like to learn that would
make living easier or better for them .

The questions were

so designed as to bring out deeper insights into what
information these mothers wanted for themselves and their
families through their expressions of what they felt they
wanted to learn .

In answer to "What information do you

feel you need to help you solve some of your problems?" The
common response was

11

I don ' t lmow" or "No response . 11

When

asked "Do you know different ways of preparing and serving
the commodity foods you receive? "
sponse would be "no".

The most frequent re -

To the question do you know the

kinds of food you and your family need and why? "

The re-

sponse again would be "no" .
Four out of twelve of the welfare families and eight
out of thirteen nonwelfare families wanted information on
selection , buying and preparing food for their family and
on sewing , buying and the care of clothing,

Four out of

twelve of the welfare families and seven out of thirteen
nonwelfare families wanted information on the selection and
care of furniture and equipment .

Three welfare families

and nine nonwelfare families wanted information on buying
insurance .

One elderly person wanted anything that would

help her pass the t i me ,

Six welfare mothers and three non-
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welfare mothers said they did not need any information on
anything.
The only conclusion that could be drawn was that the

:population had almost no conception of what could be learned
that ,vould help the individual to improve family livin.a or
compete in the existing society for sufficient earnings to
maintain a family ,
Various agencies in Angelina County concerned with
this problem have not been able to reach the mass of people

who need ta become motivated to improve their educational
level in order to obtain and hold positions in the labor
force .

Welfare and AFDC have made little or no proF,ress

in assisting families to become motivated to the point of
even recognizing this need .

See Table XXV.
TABLE XXV

WHAT F.Al\ULY MEMBERS \'/AN TED TO LEARN

Welfare

Families
Nonwelfare

Information Wanted

No .

No .

Total

12

lJ

4

8

4
4

8

3

7

4

9
9

Foods (selection buying and
preparation)
.
Clothing ( sewing, buying
and care)
Housing (care and_buying)_
Furniture (selection , buying
and care)
Equipment (selection, buying
and care)
Insurances
Others

3

1

7

0
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Management of Time

The time and en ergy th e homemakers spent on domestic
tasks , such as preparing and serving meals , washing dishes ,
taking care of the family , sewing and mending , cleaning
the house, washing and i roning left the mothers with very
little or no leisure time .

Fourteen mothers said they plan-

ned for some leisure time each day.

When asked how they

spent their leisure time their response was " resting",
watching television."

One mother said she played with the

children .
Twenty mothers planned their time by the day and
five planned their time by the week ,

No planning by the

month , by the season or by the year was made by any of the
mothers .
Some mothers wanted more time for leisure ,

Yet , the

time some had was not utilized to the best advantage ,
and energy are closely related .

Time

It is necessary for fami -

lies to analyze their activities carefully to determine
where time and energy can be saved and where comfort can be
increased .

It is necessary to find out whether her day is

overloaded with work , whether she is using adequate equipment and methods and whether she is trying to obtain excessive perfection ,

Time management is easier to make when

all family members who are old enough to participate in
planning understand the problems to be met .

The families
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in this study , for the most part, were unaccustomed to this
procedure , or preferred to continue the usual trend .
Attitudes and Values
The attitudes generally reflected by the respondents
as to how they felt about their situation and the way they
see life showed little difference between the welfare mothers
and the nonwelfare mothers .
The respondents were asked to agree or disagree wit h
eight factors ,

11

different people often see life differently."

These eight factors were selected as representing the more
common determinants of feelings revealed by research in this
field , they werei
1.

A person has to live pretty much for today and
let tomorrow take care of itself;

2,

The lot of the average man is getting worse not
better ;

3.

Even if his family objects a man should choose
a job that he thinks is best for him;

4.

The way things look for the future, its hardly
fare to bring children into the world ;

5. If a man looses his job , he can always fall back
on his relatives for help;

6.

These days a person doesn' t know whom he can
count on ;
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Public officials are not interested in the average man ;
8.

Things have usually gone against me in life ,

Nineteen of the twenty- five respondents in the welfare
and nonwelfare groups agreed that a person has to live pretty
much for today and let tomorrow take care of itself.
disagreed with this statement.

Six

Eighteen agreed that the lot

of the average man is getting worse , not better , six disagreed and one " did not know."

Twenty-two of the twenty-

five families agreed that a roan should choose a job that is
best for him, even if his family objects, three disagreed,
It is interesting to note that seven of the twelve
welfare mothers disagreed with the statement " its hardly
fair to bring children into the world with the way things
look for the future s

as compared to five nonwelfare mothers.

Four of the twenty-five mothers agreed that a man could always fall back on relatives if he looses his job , twenty- one
disagreed .

Twenty- one mothers agreed that a person doesn't

really know whom he can trust , four disagreed ,

Fifteen

mothers agreed that public officials aren ' t interested in
the average man , ten disagreed .

Five of the welfare mothers

felt that things have gone against them in life as compared
to three nonwelfare mothers ,
The respondents were asked to select from a group of
words, the word that described values they hold .

There were

no difference between the value words selected by the welfare
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mothers and the nonwelfare mothers .

The values ranking
highest among the two groups ...~ ...u eluded, Physical heal th ,

comfort , work , lmowledge , family tmity , safety , in
· d epend ence ,
conveniences , achievement , security , new experiences , mental
health , equality , recognition , privacy , beauty , leisure and
rationality,
The findings revealed that certain values are a part
of the total American Society , regardless of social class
levels and , therefore , shared by almost all Americans , Many
times low- income families have a wider value stretch because of their deprived circumstances ,
Steps Families Would Make to Fulfill Their Needs
The steps an individual makes expresses his concerns,
values , and perceptions to establish where he is now and
where he wants to be in the future.

On

this "five- step"

chart he is able to estimate his present state on the basis
of his recollection of the past and his hopes and expectation for the future .

See Table XXVI .

The respondents were asked to rank the following
five steps in terms of how important they are to them .
Step I , Physical Needs ; Step II , Security ; Step III , Love
and Belonging; step IV , Education for Children, and Step V,
Special Training for a better job,
Although there were some variations , the respondents
in this study were quite consistent in placing "providing
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a good education for my children"
a better job"

first and second ,

and "special training for
Security and love and be-

longingness was last in their r anking of the five steps .
It is interesting t o note that "physical needs" are
basic with any income level.

It was ranked second.

No

matter what their livi ng conditions were most of the re spondents demonstrated considerable interest in improvenent
for themselves and their children .
One of the greatest deviation from the general trend
in ranking the five steps occurred in the ranking by the
nonwelfare group ,

More mothers in this group ranked "pro-

viding a good education for my children" first , while more
welfare mothers ranked

II

special training for a better j ob11

first .
Another difference in ranking occurred when the wel fare mothers ranked

II

securi ty11 last , while the nonwelfare

mothers placed it in second position ,
The subjecti vely determined or perceived needs of the
people involved in the lower income strata are not necessarily
congruent with the needs attributed to them by outside
agencies of society.

A fact that to a large extent this

accounts for the usual lack of success that has been gained
in trying to help these people .
In the judgement of the interviewer , the questions
that needs to be faced here are 1 should we try to alter
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;he norms immediately, or should we take them as given and
try

to ameliorate the consequences of the ensuing behavior.
TABLE XXVI
T"rlE NEED CHART - STEPS FAMILIES ,'fOULD TAKE

How Families Selected
To Make Steps
Total
I . Physical Needs
1st Step
2nd Step
3rd Step
4th Step
5th Step

Families
Nonwelfare

-~ o.

No .

12

13

2
0

l

1

2

4

4

0

5

6

1st Step

1

2

2nd Step
3rd Step
4th Step

3

5

2

4

4

II . Security

5th Step

III . Love and Belongingness
1st Step
2nd Step
3rd Step
4th Step
5th Step
IV . Education for Children

1st
2nd
Jrd
4th
5th

v.

'/elfare

Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

Special Training for
Better Job
1st Step
2nd Step
)rd Step
4th Step
5th Step

l

2

l

l

2
0

2

4
2

6
3

3

2

l

5

5
5
l

2

J
3

0

0

8

2

2
0
0
2

2
2

3
4
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Problems~ Blocks to Progress
This part of the study was designed to detennine what
the low- income mothers perceived as their problems and
blocks to progress .
care services .

Leading the list is the lack of child-

Following closely behind is the lack of

money , inadequate education , training in special skill ,
numerous debts , high cost of living, lack of transportation ,
poor health and irregular or low income .

These were re-

sponses to the question "What do you think is standing in
your way to keep you from going up the ladder?"
The responses to the question , "How do you feel about
your situation? " were as varied as the blocks and problems
elicited .

Twenty- two of the mothers felt that their condi-

tion would change if they could get a good job to make more
money , get training for a better job , if they could get
transportation (especially rural mothers) , low- cost housing
made available , and low- cost child care - then they could
begin to progress toward the realization of their aspirations .

Three families seemed to have had no hopes.

They

felt that their conditions would never change .
Sociological Concept
Increasing complexity and differentiation of relationships involving major social institution can be seen by
noting shifts in significant reference groups for the total
economy.

In early America , the isolated farmer tended to
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be self- sufficient and was thus 1 . ·t
.
imi ed in his relationships
primarily to members of his fami'ly . The focus of relationships have gradually shi fted toward neighborhoods and
communities .
Social change results when a social system is altered
in one or more of its essential features .

This feature might

be the essential function of the system , the status or role
of its members , the norms or rules governing behavior or the
values which give direction to the system .
At one time , the typical American family was a highly
integrated , strongly controlled stable unit tending toward
independence .

This study revealed that today , the increas -

ing complexity of l i fe tends to put more emphasis in new
goals or goal formation than on integration.

The role of

the father actually leads him away from the family as a unit .
Mother is involved in structural components which leads in
still another directi on .

Sons , daughters , and even the chil-

dren of different ages have specialized interests which tends
to divide them .
Norms governing family behavior are constantly under
pressure .

Reinforcement from the family as a social system

has been weakened by loosely integrated families as described
in the preceding paragraph ,
However , there were other changes found within the
social system that produced different characteristics and
different behavi or.

These included1
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(1) reduc~ion in t~e autonomy and cohesion of small
locality groupi~gs , that i s , family , neighborhood and community ,
(2) an increased_number and greater relative importance of special interest formal organizations ,

(3) gre~ter.dif~erentiation in functioning of major
social institutions , that is , family religion
education and economic ,
'

(4) increased importance of publicity and mass
communication ,

(5) g~adual encroachment of formal centralized agencies of control on families , local communities
and other small social units .

The results are i ncreasing formality , impersonality ,
centralization and interdependence .
Social values are primarily transmitted to the growing child through the major social agencies of the family ,
the school , and the peer group.

When these agencies are in

basic agreement as to values they tend to reinforce one
another and thereby minimize personal or social conflict
for the individual in the social process .
It may be noted that many potent forces are pulling
family members in different directions .

If society succeeds ,

it seems , that the first step in strengthening the American
family would be a reexamination of family relationships in
terms of their meaning for family unity.
DISCUSSION
It seems important at this point to comment on a few
of the questions and some of the sidelights which evolved
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during the interviews as a means of providing additional
insights into the mode of thinking of the mothers involved
in the study ,
To the question , "\'fill these low- income mothers
invite you into their home and will they talk?"

The answer

is "yes" , they will invite you in (saying "I haven ' t cleaned up today or you have to excuse conditions.}

They will

talk , and if they feel that the interest displayed in them
is genuine , they are glad to talk , want to talk , and feel

it beneficial and worthwhile .

They expressed gratefulness

that someone was interested enough to seek their opinions .
It make them feel more hopeful that something might be done
eventually about their problems .

The majority of the mothers

thanked the investigator for the interview.

Three mothers

wanted the tape recording of their interview if the investigator had no further use for i t after completing her research .
Another concern expressed was whether or not these
mothers would reveal their deep desires and feelings .

The

answer is " apparently , yes" i f trust has been established .
The mothers must be convinced that the interviewer is securing the information out of genuine interest and a real desire
to help and not out of idle curiosity.

It was evident

throughout the interviews that these mothers were trying
hard to answer the questions honestly and sincerely.

There

was visual evidence that they were probing deeply for answers
and searching for the right words to express their true
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feeling.

Many would ask "What do you mean?" or indicate

"I don ' t understand what you mean . 11

Th e I ndian
·
mother

seemed to have been the most re 1uc t ant in answering.

If

you would listen to the tape you can hear the length of
pauses between question and answer.
As an assurance that these mothers would not be left
~• in hopelessness" a discussion session was held following
the interview, in which the investigator gave, as well as
received information .
In the introductory part of the study, the investigator stated that it was felt that the present study could
be a means of helping low-income families develop insight
and give the investigator a deeper understanding of the
wants and needs of the people.

Having developed insight,

they could be more easily motivated to action programs for
family betterment ,

and with a better understanding of these

people and their needs, action programs could be planned to
help them meet their needs ,

The interview session served

as a check on the sincerity of these women's expressions of
wanting a better life for themselves and their families and
to do something about their present situation if the opportunity was given them.
It was felt that the knowledge gained from the study
of aspirations would contribute greatly to a deeper understanding of low-income families and their way of thinking.
New insights were gained as to the reasons why low-income
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families often do not take advantage of what is considered
by the dominant society as opportunities and beneficial
programs , for example , the FHA Home Improvement Loan .

It

was explained by some of these mothers that had made application for a FHA loan to improve their home that for one
reason or another they did not qualify.

Hence, a program

that is designed to benefit low-income families is perceived as being restricted .

From this viewpoint, legislation

that is beneficial to society as a whole is often another
block or problem to low- income families .
Better clothing for the children , especially for
those in junior and senior high school , has become a great
concern now for the mothers because of school integration.
These mothers state that they do not want their children
subjected to more ridicule because of mended and obviously
second- hand clothing.

They feel that the children are

going through a traumatic enough experience without added
embarrassment, so the mothers are greatly concerned about
the appearance of their children in this new group.
The mothers expressed other concerns about their
children .

They were worried becuase they know that , unless

conditions change, their children will end up leading the
same type of lives that they (the mothers) are leading .
This they do not want .

They expressed concern about poorly

furnished , unattractive, and overcrowded living conditions;
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the lack of proper recreational activities in the neighborhood ; and their inabili ty to provide "things for their
children - things for them to play with , things to keep
them together because they are beginning to stray and go
other places ,"

These conditions and lacks increase

and

magnify the usual problems encountered with teen- agers ,
Three young mothers are recipients of Aid to Families
with Dependent Children support ,
11

They expressed the desire

to be off welfare - to work and be independent ."

Their

conversations reveal that they realize welfare is not
helping them to progress , but is keeping them dependent.
According to them any advancement through personal motivation is promptly nullified by a cut in the welfare grant.
As one mother who is working part time states "I'm no
better off but I feel better working. 11
$25 , 00 weekly.

She is making

She said that her worker immediately cut

her grant by that amount and only restored a part of it
after she explained the cost of keeping her old car running
for transportation .

Another mother said "I want a job

even if I get less at first ."

Another said , "I cannot

afford to take this risk,"
contrary to much'public opinion , it is obvious from
these mothers" expressions that they do not view welfare as
being desirable ,

According to them they will never progress

as long as they are welfare recipients •
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Using the "Self- Rating Ladder" the majority of the
mothers rated themselves less than half-way on the ten- step
scale , and they perceived themselves as being well anchored
on step two five years ago .

However , their self- rating

indicated that they have hopes for the future .

Nonwelfare

mothers rated themselves slightly higher on the ladder for
the present and the future than did the welfare mothers .
There was no difference between the two groups in
the way they managed their resources .
was used by most of the families .

Some type budget plan

Decisions on how the

family finance is to be spent was usually made by the mother
even when the father is the head of the household .

Only in

a few cases were there a family discussion on how the family
finance will be spent .
In most instances the self- rating ladder caused the
mothers to think more about their present condition and what
could be done to move her family higher up on the ladder and
eventually reach the top.

It was at this point that they

mentioned possible solutions to some of their problems ass
training in a skill to earn more money , transportation to a
better job , improving family health to be able to work ,
education for children to enable them to have a better life,
and better living conditions.
The self- rating ladder also showed two mothers at the
two extremes .

One mother felt that there was little hope
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for her to move up the ladder and the other felt that she
was at the top now , that is where she was five years ago
and that is where she will be five years from now.
The mothers were aware that their family meals were
lacking in some essenti al food nutrients and expressed a
need for more information on the use of donated foods and
other foods needed to provide balanced meals for their family ,
Elementary nutrition knowledge was clearly lacking,
purchases and menus were largely unplanned .

Food

They had very

little money to spend for food , and many shopped at small
neighborhood stores where the selection of foods were limited ,
As evidenced by the survey the low- income mother are
greatly concerned about their future and the future of their
children .

On the other hand , th~ findings of the study

indicates widespread deficiencies in basic knowledge , understanding , and skills needed to improve living standards .
There was evidence of poor housekeeping and limited
management ability.

'l'here were little indication of efforts

on the part of the homemakers to make their homes attractive .
Installment credit was used by two- thirds of the
families , and the type of credit used tended to be the most
expensive kinds available .

Credit was most used by young

families , and its uses increased with family size and income .
The strong pressure these homemakers feel to keep their chil dren well- dressed was evident from their credit practice ,
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Although most of the mothers had access to sewing
ma.chines , few had the skill to operate them or to make
clothing .
Parents expressed deep concern for their children
but found it difficult to articulate these concerns .
Throughout the findings of the study , there is proof
that low- income mothers have a wide range of values and
aspire for a better life for themselves and their children .
Finally , other than success a.~d desire for a better
life , advancement can be dominant for some families , and
thereby affect family relationship , the social system and
aspirations .

This situation appeared to be evident with

welfare and nonwelfare mothers .

They wanted a better life

for themselves and their children , but were definitely
orientated toward their community .

They were disinclined

to leave their friends , to leave their families , to move
around the country , or to leave their community.

This

orientation is not one that is likely to result in upward
social change under most c i rcumstances .

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY

What started out years ago to be a national effort
to stimulate economic growth has more recently developed
into an all- out drive to serve unmet human needs ,

There

is a quickening sense among the people throughout the
country to meet as never before our responsibilities toward
the two- fifths of the nation - 77 ,000 ,000 - one family in
every four who live in poverty or privation,

As a result

of this national preoccupation , it has become evident that
there is a need for more research directed toward increas ing knowledge of aspirations , attitudes, interest , opinions
and characteristics of low- income family members .
This study dealing with aspirations, performance
and potential for change for selected low- income families
in Angelina County , Texas was specifically designed tos
(1) ascertain aspirations of low- income families; (2) ascertain families ' perceptions , status, problems and blocks
to progress; (.3) determine resources available to low- income
families to aid them in fulfilling their ambition and de sires; (4) to determine to what extent good management
practices are used to obtain family goals ; and (5) to gain
knowledge and a deeper understanding of sociological concepts
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that will provide new perspectives in understanding the
'
Problems i nvolved i'n wok
ring
wi' th low- income families .
The two frames of references adapted for use in this
study were predicated upon (1) the notion that each individual creates for himself his own world of reality in which
he assigns significance to what he perceives in tenns of
his life ' s purposes ; and (2) that low social class , has a
greater spread of values than does middle class , and that
all classes are similar in their acceptance of general
social values .
A survey of literature revealed that major American
values are a part of the total American society , regardless
of social class level, and therefore shared by almost all
Americans ,

The opposite view has been that many American

values are unshared and often vary by social class .

Because

the focus of this study centered on aspirations of low- income
families , the above statement is conceptually important.

The

result is that the members of the low- income in many areas ,
have a wider range of values than others within the society.
They share the general values of the society with members of
other classes , but in addition they have stretched these
values , or developed alternative values , which help them to
adjust to their deprived circumstances .
These twenty- five families included twenty- three
Negro families , one Caucasian family and one Indian family .

11'7

The families represented ranges in age, marital status , and
circumstances contributing to the sources , aspirations , performance and changes within the county.

Twelve of the fami -

lies lived in the city of Lufkin , eleven families lived in
the rural areas surrounding Lufkin and two families lived in
the -southern end of the County in Diboll in a housing project ,
These families were divided into two groups , welfare reci pients and nonwelfare recipients .
Each participant was contacted by personal visits .
The purpose of the study , the value and contribution which
could be made by each interviewee were carefully explained.
The schedule for the interview session was prearranged and
the assurance of the confidentiality of the data volunteered
was thoroughly discussed with each participant ,
Four welfare families and six nonwelfare families
had lived in Angelina County over thirty years .

Two wel-

fare families and six nonwelfare families were born in
Angelina County .
Approximately one - half of all the household heads
were between the ages of thirty and fifty years old and most
of those remaining were over fifty years of age .

Of these,

two nonwelfare families and one welfare family were over
sixty years of age .
were male .
The high

Ten of the nonwelfare household heads

All of the welfare household heads were female.
proportion of female heads in this group denoted

extreme poverty.
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Twenty- four of the homemakers were under forty
years - the age level with high adult educational potential .

Fourteen of the homemakers had completed high

school and two had completed fourth grade or less .
The average size of the welfare household was five
persons and the nonwelfare household averaged six persons .
The range in size was from three to sixteen persons and
more children per family accounted for nonwelfare house
holds .
Eleven welfare families and two nonwelfare fami lies had incomes of less than $3 , 000 .
income of twelve families

Average per capita

was as low as $250 .

Approximately one- half of all of the families
lived on earned income , and the other two major sources
of income were welfare and Social Security.

The attitude

generally reflected by approximately one - half of the families concerning their income was, that they were pretty
well satisfied with what they earned or received from
welfare .

Seven felt that they were managing their own

resources successfully and needed no further help.
Four welfare families and five nonwelfare families
lived in owned dwellings or were making payments on dwellings.

Fifteen families rented and one family got housing

free ,
11

Conditions of dwellings were generally "poor to
"very poor" and more rural nonwelfare families were
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disadvantaged because of a lack of needed facilities such
as s

water inside the home and toilet facilities , than

urban welfare families .

Approximately fifty per cent of

the welfare and nonwelfare dwellings needed general repairs .
Seven welfare families and nine nonwelfare fami lies were satisfied with where they lived .

Judgement

indicated that houses in good condition with conveniences
were not recognized by many of these families .

The great-

est desire of nine welfare and twelve nonwelfare families
were better housing , better furniture and furnishings ,
better education or special training for a better job ,
transportation , college education or special training for
their children , better health and a happy marriage life .
Both the welfare and nonwelfare mothers expressed
a desire for skilled and professional jobs for both the
boys and girls , yet , many felt that a high school education would be all the training their children would get .
One mother out of twenty- five had made some plans for the
education of her children .

She was paying on an education

policy with an insurance company.
Most mothers felt that the children should not
marry at an early age and that under no circumstances have
as many children as they (the mothers) had .
The nonwelfare mothers rated themselves slightly
higher on the self- rating ladder than the welfare mothers .
The nonwelfare mothers placed themselves less than
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half- way on the ten -step scale .

However, their self-

rating indicated that they do have hopes for the future .
Most of the families try to avoid indebtness , but
borrow small amounts in order to meet their cash expenses .
Twenty- two of the families used credit to some extent .
Food , clothing , used automobiles , appliances , housing and
medical needs were the items bought on credit.

These

families did not know the rate of interest they were paying for the use of credit .

The sources of credit used

were among the most expensive on the market , and home makers knew almost nothing about the cost of credit . Three
families did not buy anything on credit .

Fifty per cent

of the families did not know where to report fraud or
unfair practices .
Twenty- five families had at least two kinds of
insurance , (hospitalization and life or life and burial) .
One family carried an educational policy for her children .
Three of the families were not aware of resources ,
programs and training available to them to give them information that could help them solve their problems .

These

families had heard about home demonstration and 4-H club
organizations , home economics classes , kindergarten and
nursery schools , but had not attended any of the meetings
or used any of the resources .

They had heard about and

used welfare and Salvation Army services .

They had seen

exhi bits on using commodity foods and used the recipes
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prepared for them by the county home demonstration agents .
None of the families had heard of "Job Training" "Head
Start" or "Aides ."
Reasons given for not attending home economics
classes or home demonstration club meetings or workshops
were ,

"No one to keep small children ," "no transportation ,"

"no meetings in the community where the people live" and
11

afraid of ridicule . 11
Television was used by twenty- one of the families

to get information .

The newspaper was the next source of

information used by the families .

Fifteen listened to

the radio programs that gave information .

Ten welfare

families and twenty- two nonwelfare families got infonnation from books, magazines , bulletins and leaflets .
The families identified a need for planning , preparing and serving nutritious family meals using commodity
foods ; learning to sew and care for clothing , better housekeeping skills , and one homemaker wanted to learn upholstering in order to supplement her income .
Time and energy were considered scarce resources
or , in some instances not considered resources at all .
However , it was apparent from responses to questions that
time was one resource that some families should reevaluate
for the purpose of more effective use .
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There were no evidence of an overemphasis on
material possessions by the fam1·11·es .

Their chief con-

cern was providing necessities for now.
Civic and community affairs did not seem to be a
concern for most of the families .

Church was about the

only community meeting they attended,

Three or four

families named P. T. A. as a meeting they had attended two
or three times during the year.
CONCLUSIONS
It must be recognized that the aspirational
values discussed in this paper were verbalized only by
mothers .

It is certainly possible that the mother' s

aspirations may be altered through the influence of fami ly members , the environment or the social system.

How-

ever , given situations in which the influence of the
family is greater than the other variables , the mother' s
values and aspirations are the most significient.

It

seems reasonable to assume that the "self-rating ladder"
used by the mother

in rating herself yield significant

insight into her present condition and her hopes for the
future.
The data in this paper provided some empirical
support for the " low class value stretch ,

11

The differ-

ence found between low- income mother, at least in reference to aspirations , suggest a range of beliefs and values
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in low- income groups .

Furthennore , the findings offer

support that general social values have less inclusive
force in low- income groups , and also indicate that the
closer the mothers are to the botto~ of the ladder the
greater the spread of her aspiration and values ,
The findings presented here illustrates the kind
of information that becomes accessible through application of the self- anchorin~ scale and value spread.

Above

all , the technique makes it possible to see and compare
the wide variety of ways in which different people look
at their condition , or, more properly , the wide variety
of conditions in which people live their lives .
One must conclude from the data that low-income
families , because of their deprived condition have a
greater spread of values, that they do aspire for a better
life for themselves and their families, that they can
learn a skill to hold a job: and that they want to work
and will work if given training and a chance to work,
Though the picture this study revealo is not exactly a pleasant one , it does give some clues as to
possible ways to go about planning and initinting intensive programs with lo'f-income familieo,

RECOMMENDATIONS
The findings of this study prompt the writer to
make the following recommendations ,
1.

That the instrument used in the present study
be revised to include aspirations for youths
in families interviewed as total family units .

2.

That a follow- up study of greater magnitude
be conducted among low- income families in
Angelina County , Texas for further analysis
of social class behavior to study intensively
the forces behind the setting of aspiration
in the class context , and to discover in more
detail than was possible here , the effect that
such factors as age , past achievements , reference groups , and competing orientations
can have upon low- income levels .

3.

That all agencies concerned with helping the
poor examine present programs to determine
their relevancy to the concerns of low- income
people .
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
Section of Liston's Outline on Management
Today in Our Changing Environments
Utilized in the Study

Elements of "family envi· ronrnent'' and examples of
current changes .
1.

Physi cal environment •••••• Air , water and house
with too few rooms for
size and composition
of family .

2.

Biological environment •••• Population growth .
Space requirements for
activities within the
household -- what is
done where?

J.

Social environment , • • ••••
Poli tical- legal • ••• ••••••• Zoning regulations and
building codes .
Authority patterns with in family.
Ee on omic •••••••••••••••••••

Negative income tax ,
automation , wife working
for pay.

Psychological •••••••••••••• Outlook for future of
community , nation and
world .
Attitudes and aspirations of family members ,
Historical •••·•···•··••··· Historical origins of
community. Family
identification with
ancestors .
Cultural •••••••••••••••••• , Value Priorities of the
Community. Communication
patterns within the
family .
Science and technology ••••• Attitudes concerning
importance of research
and development ,
Family attitudes concerning adoption of new ideas
and practices ,
Aesthetic (the art) ••••••.• Public attention to arts
and crafts, drama and
music . Family concern
for creating and enjoying beauty in the home ,

APPENDIX B
Interview Schedule

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
The nurpose of this "Exploratory Study of the Aspi rations , Perfomance , and Potential for Change of Selected Low- Income Families in Angelina County , Texas" is to
gain more knowledge and a deeper understanding of the
management problems , wishes , and goals of low- income families to be used in planning programs and projects to help
them meet their needs , fulfill their aspirations ,

and

reach

their goals .
Management is logical problem solving , or using
what you have to get what you want .
We need this information about you as we study our
community to learn

ore about the people , their potentials

the resources available for them and the possibilities for
reaching more homemakers ,
Communities are changing and it will be another
two years before we have a new census , thus the information
you provide will be most important to us .
I.

Statistical Information about Family.

1.

How long have you lived in this countr?
ind he
number that tells how long you have lived in this
county . (Check one only)

2.

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

J.

2 years or less_

3-5 years

6- 8 years
9- 11 years
12- 14 years

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

18-20 years_

21 - 2) years_

24 - 26 years_
27 - 29 years_
JO years or over_

Where is the place of your birth? _________

2

4.

What is your marital status?

a.

5.

b,

Married
Widow

a.

2

b,

3

c.
d.

e.

6.

4

5

6

( Check only one)
c.
d,

persons
persons
persons
persons
persons

Divorced
Widower

f.
g.

h.
i.

7 persons

8 persons_
9 persons __
10 persons_

In which age gr oup do you and your husband belong?
Please f i nd the age group you belong. (Check one)
Husband
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

7.

19
20
25
30
40

50
60

Wife

years or under
- 24 years
- 29 years
- 39 years
- 49 years
- 59 years
years or older

How many children do you have?

Boys_ Girls __

Ages of children :
a . Under 1 year
b,
1 - 6 years
c.
7 - 12 years
d . 13 - 19 years
e . 20 - 26 years

8.

Education of family ,
What was the highest grade you and your husband
completed in school?
Wife
Husband
a,
Grade 4 or less
b,
5th - 8th
c,
9th - 10th
d . 11th - 12th
e . Some College
f , College Graduate

-

Are there other members of your household? Please
check the other members of your household in the
list below ,
_
F, Sister
a . Mother
Uncle
g.
b . Father
_
h . Aunt
c . Grandmother_
Cousin
_
i.
d . Grandfather_
Grandchild_
_
e . Brother
No relation_

-

10 .

Who earns the family income?

a.

b.
c.
d.
11 .

From what source or sources does the family get
their income? (Check the ones in the list below)
a.
b.
c.

a.
12 .

a.

Less than $2 , 000

b.

2 , 000 - · 3 , 000
$3 , 000 - $4 , 000
$4 , 000 - $5 ,000

C,

Investments
Welfare
Retirement
Others

e.

f.
g.
h.

e,
--

6 , 000 - $?,000 _
'? ,000 - $8 , 000

f .

·a ,ooo -

g,
h,

'9 , 000 -

9 , 000 10 , 000=

How do you feel about your income? Find the answer
below which best describes how you feel , (Chack one)
a,
b,
c,

14 .

,iages
Social Security
Veterans • Benefits
Workers ' Benefits

Please indicate which of the following is nearest
your net income for the year . (Check one)

d,

lJ .

Head of household
Homemaker only
Homemaker and head of household
Other combinations

Very satisfactory _ _ d
Satisfactory
e.
Unsatisfactory

Very unsatisfactor _
o response

1

What is the occupation of each family member?

a.

Husband._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

b.

Wife,_____________________

c.

Children_ __ __ ______________

If you worked a1ay from home who would keep your
young children? List , _ _ __ __________

16 . Would you work away from home if you knew a skill
and could get a job?

Yes_

No_

If you could receive training in a skill , what k"nd
of skill would you prefer?

4

II .

Attitude toward family financial security .
1.

How do you feel about your family ' s ability to
meet current . living cost and normal emergency
expenses? Fmd the one in the list below that
describe the way you feel . (Check only one)
a.
b.
c.

2.

Very satisfied
Satisfied
A little uneasy

d.
e.

Uneasy
Worried -

Do you and your family have to go without things
you really need because you do not have enough
money? Yes
No

J. If your family unexpectedly inherited $2,000, how
would you spend it?
second , etc , )

(List in order of first,

a.
d.

c.

III .

Family Housing.

1.

Do you own your home?

Yes
No
Rent?
Yes_ No_ Get housing free? Yes_ No_

2.

How many rooms are there in your home? _ _ _ _ __

3.

Would you consider this number adequate for your
family? Yes_ No_

4.

How do you feel about the condition_of your home?
a . Exterior______ b. Interior_ _ _ _ __

5. How long have you lived in this house? ______
6.

What conveniences do you have in your home? Find
and check the conveniences in the list below.
a.
b.

c.

Range - wood
i.
gas
_
electric_
Water supply:
j.
hot and cold inside_
cold only inside_
piped outside
_k .
no piped water
Electricity

Home freezer
Good condition
Poor condition_
Washing machine
Automatic
Wringer
Toilet
Indoor
Outdoor

5
d.
e.
f.
g.

Telephone
Sewing machine
electric
manual
Radio
Television

1.

m.
n.
a.
p.
q,

Bath or hower
Air conditioninKi tchen sink
Vacuum cleaner Electric iron -

Refrigerator

-

Good conditi~

?.

Poor condition •
Are you satisfied with where you live? Yes_ No

8.

Would you like to move from your present residence?

9,

If you moved where would you like to live? (Check
the place in the list below)

Yes

a.

No

-

Another residence in this community

b,

Another comm.unity within this county -

d.
e.

In another county
In another State

c.

IV .

----

In a housing project

--

Family Aspirations
1,

What would you wish for yourself and your family if
it were possible to make your wishes come true?

Aspiration for children ,
1.

What does

List i a .

2.

II

success " for your girl (s) mean to you?
b . _ _ _ _ _ c . _ _ _ _ _ _ __

How much education do you feel a girl needs? (Check)
a.

High School
training

b, College_ c. Special
d . Other_ e. None__

J.

How much education do you think your daughter(s}
will
get? List i _________________

4.

What type of occupation would you like for your
daughter(s) to have? List, ____________
Your Son(s)? List , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
In thinking of marriage for your daughter(s), wh t
do you consider the best age for her? List, _ _ __
For your son(s)? Listi _ _ _ __
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6.

7.

What do you cons i der the best number of childr
for your daughter (s) to have? List i
Your son(s)? List i

--What is your picture of a good husband?
a.

8.

9,

10 .

List,

-------Do you hold the same educational and occupational
b.

c . _ _ __

aspirations for your son(s) as you do for your
daughter{s)? Yes_
No_ ,

Supp?se rou had a 16 -year- old son just star in
out in life who could do anything he wanted . He
could get all the special trainin~ that he mi ht
need for nay job you might think of , In such a
situation , what kind of job or work would you li
to see him do? List

--------------

nAll of us want certain thin
out of life ,
hen
you think about what really matters in your own
life , what are your wishes and hopes or the future?
In other words , if you ima ine your future in the
best possible liaht , what would your life look like
then , if you were to be happy? Take your time in
answering , such things are not easy to put into
words
."
a , __________
_
b. ___ _ _ __ _ __
c . ___________
d , _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

11.

"Now , taking the other side of the picture , wh t
are your fears and worries about the fut~r ? In
other words , if you imagine your future. n h
worst possible light , what wo1:1ld .your lif _10011
like then? Again take your time in ans ring .
a . _ __________
b. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
d . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c . _____ _____ _

12

On the next page is the picture of a ladder

P O'"'
ve say that the top of the ladder er s nts h
s
possible life for you .
here on th ladder do ou
feel you personally stand at the presen
?
umber_ __ __

1) .

1here on the ladder would you say you s ood
years ago? 1 umber_ _ _ __

V

7
14 .

What d o y ou think is standing in your way to keep
you f rom going up the ladder? List , a .
c . _ _ _ _ a. ___ e .
b.

-------

------10

(21)
9

"Where do you think

you will stand on the
ladder five years from

now?

(List number on

ladder here)

8

7
6

5
4

3
2

l
0

----

DRAWING OF LADDER is

presented to a subject after
he has established his own
"Self-anchorinf" scale by
defining his personal aspirations and fears . The subj ect is asked to assume that
the top of the ladder is the
best possible life for him
and the bottom the worst
possible , and to judge where
he stands now and where he
was five years ago and will
be five years from now .
(14 142)
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v.

Attitudes ,

Diffe rent peopl e often see life differently . I am
going to make some statements which show some of these
ways of looking at life . From the way you feel about
things , would you i ndicate whether you agree or dis agree with these statements .

I

Agree
1 ,.

2.

to
live pretty much for today
and let tomorrow take car e
of itself .

Dis -

Don ' t

agree

Know

Now- a - days a person has

I

In spite of what some peopl e
say , the l ot oi' the average

'
I

man i s getting worse , not

'

better .

3. Even if h i s family objects ,
should choose a job
that he thinks is best for
hi m.

a man

4.

It ' s hardly fair to bring
children into the world with
t he way things look for the
future ,

5,

If .a man loses his job , he car
always fall back on his re l ati ves for help .

6.

These days a person doesn I t

really kn ow whom he can
count on .

7.

There ' s l i ttle use writing or
talking to public officials
because often they aren ' t
r eal l y int erested in the problems of the average man ,

a.

Things have usually gone
against me in life .

'

I

I'
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VI .

Values .
Obviously, values and goals are not the same . But they
are ~elated, Values are the whys behind our goals .
For instance , your goal may be to plant a big hedge
aroun~ your yard . Why? Because you value privacy . I
am going to name for you a list of value words , which
of them are values you hold? (Check the ones you hold)
Achievement
Beauty
Prestige
Security
Independence_
Physical Health_
Safety

VII ,

Work
_
Comfort
_
Leisure
_
New Experiences_
Conformity _
Privacy
_
Equality
_

Family Unity
Convenience
Efficiency
Recognition
Rationality
Mental Heal th
Knowledge

Managing Family Resources
A.

Money Management
1 . Families work out different ways of handling the
family finance . We would like to know what is
the most satisfactory for your family? (Select
the method from the list below . )

a.
b.
c.
d.

Budget Plan
50 - 50 planlBoth husband and wife work ,
and share expenses 50 - 50 . ___
Dole system~-Allowance system_ __

2. Who makes the decisions of the way the family

income will be spent?
a.
b.

c.

d.

Father___
Mother___
Children_

e.

Father and mother_
The family___

3. Is there a family discussion on how the family
income is to be spent?

Yes_ No_

4. Do you have a set allowance for your individual
spending money?

Yes_ No_ __

5. noes your husband have a defin~te allowance for
his spending money?

Yes_

6. Do you have an allowance for operating the Hoe?
Yes ___ No____
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How do your children
t
(Check from the list f:1o!fending money?
a,

b.

8.

dc ..

- -- -

Gifts
Other_s _ _ _

said that money
more f amily
tItrouhas
bl e been
than anything else . causes
(Check one)
a.

B.

Allowance

Earn

Agree

--- --

b.

Disagree

- --

Consumer Competance
1.

What are your major financial needs?
a.
b,

c.
2,

Planning to live within your income
Savings
-Others

- ---

What consumer goods are usually bought on
credit?

a.

b,

c.
d,

foods
clothing
aut omotive
appliances

e.
f.
g.
h,
i.

J.

-

What legislature affects consumers?
a.
b.
c.

4.

housing
recreation
travel
education
medical

Credit
Fair packaging and labeling act _ __
Others

Do you know where to go in case of fraud or
unfair practices? Yes ___ o_ __

5. Do you feel you need more information on
buying?

a.
b.
c.

6.

7,

Food
Clothing
Housing

d.

e.

f,

Furniture
Equipment
Insurance

Who does most of the buying?
a. Teenagers
a . Husband
c
. Others
b . Wife
Is your family protected by insurance?
No
Yes

11

8.

What are the major types of insurance?

a.
b.
c.

a.

Hospitalization
Medical
Life

e.

---

f.

9,

a.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Emergency protection
Child Care Center
Nursery and Kindergarten School
Salvation Army
Family Counseling Service
Day Care Center
Transportation
Other services for disadvantage
fariilies

Infonnation Service

1,

From what source or sources do you receive
information?
a.
b.
c.
d.

IX,

·- --

What community resources are available to
family?
b.

VIII.

Education
Personal property
home
automobile
Others_ _ _-

------,,-.,......------

Newspaper
Books
Television
Magazines______

·-----

e,
f .

g.

Radio

----Others
----

l'l eiJl bors_ __

2.

Do you listen to "Farm and Home Facts" on Radio
Stations KTRE and KRBA? Yes_ _ _ No_ __

J.

Is there a home demonstraticn or 4-H Organization
in your community'? Yes_
No_ __

4.

Are there other organizations in your community
that gives information and training that would
help you in solving your probiems? Yes_ No_

5.

Are you a member of an organization? Yes_ No__

6.

Do you attend any ":leetings where information is
given? Yes_
No_

Time Management
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1.

How do you plan your time?

a.
b.
c.
2.

By the day
By the wee~k---By the month

----

d.
e.
f.

By the season
By the year Others

Do you plan for some leisure time each day?
Yes ___ No_ __
What do you do with your leisure time?
a.

4.

------- b . ------ c .

Do you plan time for family activities? (Check)
a.
b,

c.

d.
e.
f.

Trip to parks or
Zoo
Sight-seeing
Others

--- No---

5,

Do you plan

6.

Who makes the decisions about the time and
programs?
a.
b.

7,

X,

Fishing trips
Cook- outs
Picnic
TV

viewing time?

---

Father
mother

---

c.
d.

Yes

----

Children
Family____

Skills
a.

Do you or any member of your family have
special ability or skill? If so, list___

b.

Have you made use of all family abilities and
skills? Yes. ___ No_ __

Evaluation of own Situation - Perceived Problems or Gaps .
l.

How do you feel about your situation? (Check one
of the items below describing how you feel)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Conditions will change
Conditions might change
Conditions
will
never
Others (List)
__
_ _change
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

lJ
2.

If you were asked to take five steps toward reaching your goals , which step would you talce first?
(Number the steps below in the order you would take
them)
V

Special training for
better job for myself

IV
Education for
Children
III

Love and Belongingness
II

Security
I

Physical Needs

